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NATIONAL RESEARCH ,COUNCIL :-
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RESOURCES

2101 Cosistitution Avenue Washington, C C 20418

OFFICE OF THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

November 5, 1981

Dr. John Slaughter
Director
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C. 20550

Dear Dr. Slaughter:

I am pleased 'to transmit with this letter the report
"Science For Non-Specialists: The College Years," which
is the result of the deliberations of the National
Research Council's Committee on a Study of the Federal
Role in College Science Education of Non-Specialists,
chaired by Richard Gray of the Indiana University School
of Journalism. The study was supported by the National
Science. Foundation under Contract SED 7912299.

This report concerns a vital area of education in
U.S. colleges which has not received the emphasis it
deserves. Although curriculum committees have long
worried about appropriate breadth and balance in the
humanities and social sciences for those studying
science or engineering, little attention has_ been paid
to the converse case. All too frequently, college,
graduates in the non-science areas leading to
professional work in law, business, journalism, and so
on have had little or no contact with science. We
believe this is a serious problem that deserves early
and continued attention by U.S. educators and those who
support their efforts.

The National Research Council is the principal operating agency of the
National Academy of Sciences and the National Aradonw of Fmgmecring

to serve government and ocher organizations
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Dr. John Slaughter

November 5, 1981
Page 2

The report is a readable account of the issues
involved and contains a number of suggestions o:
possible paths for future action. The most important of
thr;se for your attention is the stress on a well-
organized, aggressive role for the National Science
Foundation in constructing a program which will be an
agent for change in this area.

I know that ther.e are many demands and growing
'restrictions upon the limited funds at your disposal.
Even so, this Committee believes that appropriate
science education for the non-science leaders of
tomorrow- -the shapers of our laws, the conveyors of our
news, the managers of our enterprises--should be an
urgent priority on your agenda.

Please note that the report does not say that the
federal government should do it all. In fact, it
assigns-the major responsibility to the colleges and
universities themselves. But they will need help from
many sources, and the catalytic role of the federal
government can be all-important.

The Commission on Human Resources is pleased to
forward this report to your attention. If there is any
other way we can help, please let us know.

Sincerely,

Harrison Shull
Chairman
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FOREWORD

The' report of a committee of the National Research Coun-

cil usually is both a technical statement and a social
document. This one is no exception. It is technical in
that its findings are based on an analytical process and
are directed to a significant problem in science or
technology. It is social because it ha:. been written by
a group of people who bring to their work diverse back-
grounds, interests, and perspectives Also of special
social importance is the problem the present committee
was asked to address: the proper education of non-spe-
cialists who need more than a casual acquaintance with
science or engineering to discharge their professional
and civic responsioilities well in the.closing years of
the tventietn century and the opening years of the
twenty-first.

The Committee for a Study of the Federal Role in Col-
lege Science Education of Non-Specialists was given a
three-fold charge by its parent Commission on Human 'Re-
sources: (1) to determine how science is being pre-
sented to undergraduate students who are not studying to
become scientists; (2) to recommend improvements that
may be needed in what is generally perceived to be a
neglected branch of undergraduate education; and (3) to
determine if there is a role for the federal government
in assisting collages and universities to meet their ,

responsibilities to provide this important subgroup of
their student= with an appropriate science education.
Early in 1980, facing a mir4 -1981 deadline that was all

too near, the Committee set to work with the assistance
of a small staff to gather needed data, conduct analy-
ses, and hammer out its recohmandations.

xi
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On the more technical side, one of the most difficult
tasks the Committee faced was reaching agreement on who
would be included in the category of "non-specialist."
A sizable majority of undergraduates majoring in the
sciences eventually do not. pursue a career insscience,
thus entering the ranks of non-specialists in a special
sense. Scientists must also judge the wisdom of the
decisions of political leaders in scientific and techno-
logical matters in areas often outside their profes-
sional specialties: hence, they are non-specialists at
times themselves. The Committee concluded, however,
that it could properly focus its attention on those in-
dividuals enrolled in undergraduate degree-granting
programs in two- and four-year colleges and universities
who do NOT major in the biological or physical sciences,
mathematics, engineering, or the health sciences. The
special focus of attention has been on persons preparing
to enter business, journalism and communications, educa-
tion, theology, law, and other non-science professional
fields.

"Science education" was limited to the undergraduate
study of the biological and physical sciences, technol-
ogy, and mathematics--including the computer sciences.
These fields most often constitute the "natural sci-
ences component of the distributive or breadth require-
ments of the general education model adopted by 90 per-
cent of our. colleges and universities today. Despite
their importance to the advancement of science knowl-
edge, the social sciences have not been included in this
assessment of science education for non-specialists.
Their treatment in non-specialist undergraduate educa-
tion should be the topic of a separate report.

The Committee's data-collection plan proved to be
workable, but ambitious, given the constraints of time
and resources available:

August 1980-April 1981: Interviews with a sample or
science educators who had received support for course-
content improvement projects from either the federal
government or the private sector.

September 1980 -March 1981: Review of the science
education activities of several key federal agencies.
Preparation of a paper by Philip Ritterbusn reviewing
the history of science education of non - specialists.

xii
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November,1980: Two- day - invitational hearing in

Bloomington, Indiana, allowing students, flculty, and
alumni from Indiana University to describe their impres-
sions of the current status of undergraduate science
education for non-specialists.

November 1980-March 1981: Interviews with a sample
of non - science professionals regarding their undergrad-
uate experiences in science and their current knowledge
needs.

November 1980-June 1981: Survey.of 215 four-year
colleges and universities to analyze institutional re-
quirements for the study of the sciences by undergrad-
uates and courses available to non-specialists. A -lim-,
ited set of interviews with science faculty involved
with the teaching of non-specialists was also carried
out.

o-
" December 1980: One-day invitational conference on.

past and present efforts to improve undergraduate,educa-
tion of non-specialists in science and technology.

March 1981: One-day invitational conference with 17
representatives from various non-science professions--
lawi journalism, business, theology, public service--to
understand what they need to know about science and
technology.

In regard to the sources of expertise called on by

the Committee, it should first be noted that the indi-
viduals who joined in this effort represented a wide
variety of fields and sectors. The Committee itself was
a diverse group of individuals who brought many differ-
ent experiences and pints of view to their assignment.
All have contributed over the years to the improvement
of science education -- either as innovators in science
education for non-specialists or as non-specialists con-
cerned about the quality of science education in general
and in their professicns in particular. In addition,
there was the "extended committee" of participants in
the hearings and conference, 'consultants, and many
others who provided information. Altogether we estimate
that some 100 persons contributed to the preparation of
this report in one way or another.

The Committee worked diligently to come to grips with
these complex and far-reaching problems, while recog-



nizing that ts efforts would be limited in scope and
time. It has striven to 'prepare a balanced statement of
the current situation of college science education' for
non-specialists and how:such education can be improved.
The -- recommendations deal with what the federal govern-
ment, together with state governments and the private
sector, can do to stimulate and assist colleges and uni-
versities to giye pre- professional students who do not
become scientists the science education that they need.

The social problem we have addressed seems very real
to us; the need, great; and the solutions,- feasible. We
submit this report to 'the attention of agencies of the
federal government, the nation's colleges and universi-
ties, and thdughtful persons in all walks of life who
are concerned with the vitality of the professions whose
practitioners--as the report attempts to document--find
science and techriblogy of rapidly increasing importance
to, them.,

RICHARD GRAY
Chairman
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SUMMARY

This committee has examined,the state of undergraduate
science educatiop for those whoNare non-specialists in
science and concludes that we are presently confronted
by an educational problem of national proportions. Non-
specialists include such opinion leaders as journalists,
lawyers, managers, legislators, theologians, and elemen-
tary-school teachers. The problem is of such magnitude
that it will take the concerted effort of both the pub-
lic and private sectors to resolve the situation satis-
factorily. Notably the federal government has a role to
playAone that we have tried to define.

Oi.*,conclusion grows out of the fact that the federal
government itself has helped to create both the problem
and tht opportunity by assisting to bring into existence
the world of science and technology. in which we live.
This nation agrees almost unanimously that,' when it is
in the national interest, the federal government should
take steps to solve problems that plague the republic as
a whole. We believe our findings demonstrate such a
need \in the present instance. But the federal govern-
ment cannot do it all. Its efforts must catalyze action
by many performers- -first and foremost, the colleges and
universities themselves.

Our call for action grows out of the Committee's
findings that the nation's colleges and universities,

with a few exceptions, are not doing enough to provide
our future civic and professional leaders with the un-
derstanding of science and technology that they need to
function effectively. OurN.atudy shows that:

The historical evolution of college science educa-
tion has benefited the science major immensely but has
left the non-specialist largely unattended.

xv



Colleges and universities in general have lowered
their science requirements over recent years to the
alarming point where the average non-specialist stu-
dent devotes only about 7 percent (135 contact hours) of
a college course load to work in the sciences.

Within such subminimal requirements, these students
are often allowed to choose willy-nilly from an ever-
growing cafeteria offering "topics courses" that rarely-
fit into a well-conceived, comprehensive pattern of
educatibn.

In many cases, those topics courses, which were de-
signed as a response to the student concern for rel-
evancy in the 1960s, have outgrown their relevancy.

In all too many other cases, those topics courses,
as they reach for relevancy, fail to provide students
with an understanding of the basic principles of science.

When students do opt for more traditional introduc-
tory science courses, learning often suffers because so
many students come to college ill-prepared in secondary-
school science and mathematics.

e'These students often are subjected to inadequate
teaching that stresses dull lecturing more often than
exciting laboratory experiments and'demonstrgtions.

Education for the non-specialist is waning at the
very moment when history and mankind's ingenuity make
the need for knowledge of scientific principles and
technology ever greater for those wishing to exert lead-
ership. Unless they take hold of scientific principles,
lack of scientific knowledge may very well hold them'
back from achieving their full potential. Unless pro-
fessionals master the new technology, it may very well
master them.

The Committee's concern rests upon three major con-
tentions. First, enlightened non-specialists are essen-
tial to help implement the pluralistic function of demo-
cratic decision making about pressing matters of science
and technology. Second, knowledgeable non-specialists
must serve as opinion leaders in the American political
structure to help the public at large understand the
complexities as well as the risks and benefits of sci-

.,
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ence and technology. Third, well-prepared non - science

specialists can lead the way in their professions more
effectively if they have a command of science and tech-
nology.

Our call for a new and deeper understanding of sci-
ence and technology places special obligations on higher
education. CollegeS and universities should ensure that
undergraduate education for non - specialists is an "en- .

abling" process embracing the following goals:

College science education should enable non-special-
ists to overcome', ears that might prevent them from
launching a lifetime learning experience about science
and technology.

College science education should enable non-special-
ists to develop their capacity to engage in critical
thinking.

College science education should enable non-special-
ists to know how to seek reliable sources of scientific
and technical information and how to use them throughout
life.

College science education should enable non-special-
ists to gain the scientific and tecnnical knowledge
needed in their professions.

College science education should enable non-special-
ists to gain the scientific and technical knowledge
needed to fulfill civic responsibilities in an increas-
ingly technological society.

In order to eliminate barriers that prevent colleges
and universities from successfully preparing students to
reach these goals, a number of institutions and agencies
must work cooperatively. The major responsibility rests
with the college and university science faculties. But
others--state governments, private foundations, indus-
try, and the federal gov.rnment--need to assist. We see
the federal role in all of this as being primarily cata-
lytic. The federal government should help stimulate
action, coordinate efforts across the fifty states and
the many different agencies involved, and serve as a
clearinghouse for exchanging ideas about how to improve
science education for the non-specialist.
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We recommend:

/
f

/
/

1. That colleges and universities, find new and ad-
ditional ways to identify and reward nigh-quality
teaching of science courses fdr non-specialists.
Prizes, sabbaticals, and increased consideration of
teaching contributions when tenure and salary decisions
are being made should all be a part of a planned incen-
tive program by higher education-working in concert with
governmental bodies and the private sector.

That the federal governMent provide a competitive
program of grants of $20,opo to $25,000 each to estab-
lish model programs in a variety of college settings to
explore- innovative approaChes to evaluating and reward-
ing college science instructors.

That the president establisn and give national recog-
nition_ to an annual White House Award of at least $5,000

/to a teacher who has been selected on a national basis
for doing a superior job of teaching science to non-Spe-
cialists.

2. That colleges end universities that have, in the
last two decades, lowered their science demands for
graduation, reverse Course and raise their require-
ments. We believe tnat no less than a total of two one-
year courses selected from the biological and physical
sciences and mathematics should be required of non-spe-
cialists for the baccalaureate degree.

3. That collage science faculty restruc'ure intro-
ductory subject Matter courses and redesign special
topics courses to meet the changing educational needs of
undergraduate nn- specialists. The federal government,
together with t the private sector, should make financial
awards available torealize this goal.

That the federal government fund projects to explore
ways to develop courses that emphasize firsthand experi-
ence with phenomena, laboratory exercises, and demon-
strations that are relevant to the needs and experiences
of non-science majors.

4. That, colleges and universities provide a forum
for scientists and non- science professionals to explore
together new directions in science education for non-
specialists. Through regularly scheduled faculty meet-
ings, seminars, or retreats, faculty should be encour-
aged to develop science experiences appropriate to tne
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educational needs of undergraduate non-specialists.
These efforts should be guided by regular consultation
with leaders in the professions.

That support for the "Chautauqua'series" (p. 69)--a
means of stimulating teaching ideas and disseminating
innovations for the science classroom--be restored to

about $1,000,000 annually by the National Science Foun-
dation.

That the federal government seek out an organization
through the National Science Foundation to establish a
national directory of teaching innovations in college
science education for non-specialists that will be reg-
ularly updated and fund it at an appropriate level to
create a quality communication link among the nation's
teachers of science for non-majors.

5. That colleges and universities extend the use of
non-traditional instructional media in teaching science
to non-majors in new and possibly more exciting ways.
Special attention should he given to the educational
potential of the mini- and micro-computers and to such
public broadcasting ventures as the Annenberg project
(p. 65) .

That federal support be made available to evaluate
the quality of existing computer-based undergraduate
science courses with respect to their potential value to
non-specialists.

6. That, in.light of the experience of the college
science commissions in the 1960s, all professional soci-
eties provide more leadership in educational innovation

and propagate information widely about new directions in
science education for non-specialists. To the extent
they require financial assistance, the federal govern-
ment and the private sector should supplement funding.

7. Finally, that the federal government focus its
efforts to oversee improvement of undergraduate educa-
tion for non-specialists in science and technology by
establishing a vigorous program in the National Science
Foundation for this purpose. The Foundation should be
given responsibility for establishing a clearinghouse
for monitoring the diverse activities of the various
federal agencies operating in this area. Most important
of all, we urge the Foundation to assume this leadership
role with considerably more dedication and aggressive-

xix
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ness than it has exhibited heretofore toward advancing
science education for n':n- majors.

That the present percentage of the NSF science educa-
tion budget devoted to the improvement of education of
thenon-specialist--estimated at 2.5 percent--be raised
to something in the range of 5 to 10 percent as more
reasonable.

.
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1
A RATIONALE FOR THE IMPROVEMENT

OF THE COLLEGE SCIENCE EXPERIENCE

According to legend, Destiny came down to a remote South
Sea island one day in a cloud of doom and warned the
inhabitants that a great tidal wave was coming. Then,
as a test of the natives' ingenuity, Destiny asked three

representative leaders what each would do about the in-
evitable inundation. The first respondent was a rodo-
nist. He answered that he would gather together his

fun-loving friends and have one last party to enjoy as
much wine, women, and song as possible before dawn, when
the great wave would end their pleasure forever. The
second was a mystic. He said that he would seek out the
most pious people he could find and make a pilgrimage to
the sacred groves to pray for deliverance. The third
respondent was a sage. She stoically explained that she
would search the island over for the wisest men and
women she could find, and togetherothey would sit down
and discover how to live underwater.

Americans trying to cope with the real world complex-
ities of the 1980s face tidal forces of their own kind
and making that very well could inundate. them, too. As
in the case of Destiny's South Sea visitation, sages
once again are required. In this instance, we need wis-
dom to address many of the problems that result directly
from, and may be alleviated by, science and technology.
For example, we need mote' data and better-informed lead-
ers to deal with the regional and national debates that
periodically erupy6;er such perplexing issues as ge-
netic engineeryi, nuclear fallout, the use of pesti-
cides, and the proper employment of life support ma-
chines.

Many new research endeavors and technological inno-

vations can bring negative impacts to some segment of
society, no matter how positive their overall conse-
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quences might be. These negative impacts may result
from threats to our moral and ethical beliefs, fro, in-
equitable distribution of the products of new technol-
ogy, or from decisions to commit sizable allocations of
tax dollars to innovations or space exp_oration rather
than to education or social welfare programs.

In short, science and technology are often dichoto-
mous forces. They hold potential for good as well as
for evil. They can lead to progress or to regression.
For example, "splitting the atom" nas opened the way to
unlimited new sources of energy but at the same time has
provided militaridts a heinous weapon of unprecedented
horror. The invention of the combustion engine has
brought mankind hitherto unknown comfort and speed in
transportation and yet has resulted in machines that
clog our lungs and our eyes with a social disease called
pollution. In the final analysis, whether science and
technology bring us progress or decay depends on how
scientific and technological developments are imple-
mented.

To guarantee that such implementation takes the right
direction, wisdom is needed to ensure that science and
technology meet society's basic requirements with a min-
imum of attendant negative impact. In decision after
decision, we necessarily will nave to weigh the benefits
againSt the risks, although we sometimes understand the
benefits better than the risks, which aren't as clear.
As a nation, then, we will need wise decision makers,
administrators, opinion molders, and leaders of every
variety to guide us successfully through the debate to
reasonable action.

This means that the nation's colleges and universi-
ties must prepare leaders capable of bringing facts and
wisdom to the public forum. Most of these individuals
are college graduates who have little or no background
in science and technology. In light of that deficiency,
this report focuses on the state of college science edu-
cation for undergraduates who are not science majors or
studying engineering. It first examines the problem,
then considers steps needed to strengthen science educa-
tion for non-specialists, and finally recommends an ap-
propriate role for the federal government to play in
this mission.

01ti 1
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Scientifically enlightened citizens are
essential to help implement the pluralistic

function of democratic decision making about
science and technology.

Science and technology, like tidal waves, can have dev-
astating effects when they build up overwhelming force
in shallow water and narrow confines. With scientific
and technological problems, the shallows can result from
decisions fashioned by people lacking depth of knowl-
edge. Making decisions on too narrow a basis of exper-
tise can have equally deleterious effects. That is why
pluralism--or the involvement in policy formation of a
diversity of factions on the social-intellectual spec-
trum--is so basic to the American way of life. As theo-
logian Reinhold Niebuhr observes: "Man's capacity for
justice makes democracy possible; but man's inclination
to injustice makes democracy necessary" ( Niebuhr,
1953). Niebuhr's dictum applies as much to the scien-
tific realm as it does to politics. Just as checks and
balances among the three branches of government help
avoid injustice in conducting civil affairs, so counter-
arguments from various constituencies An the social-
intellectual milieu help avert injustice in. forming sci-
ence policy.

In carrying the argument even further, Washington
attorney Harold Green, who has written thoughtfully on
matters of genetic control and public policy, contends
that past discussions of those issues suggest that broad
participation is essential in treating such issues.
Public controversy needs to 49,:,,stirred up, he believes,
because scientists generally represent only a narrow
spectrum of social values. Green argues that science
policy, like tax policy, should be subjected to the dem-
ocratic process--including bruising political debate.
He continues: "I do not see anything that is inherent
in science that ought to distinguish it from any other
aspect of our society in terms of the operation of the
political process. Everything else is subject to the
adversary process and debate; why not biomedicine?"
(Green, 1976).

This is not just lawyer talk. June Goodfield, senior
research associate at Rockefeller University and adjunct
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professor at Cornell University Medical College, insists
that scientists must not "commit the cardinal error of
ignoring the fact that their profession sits squarely
within the social matrix." Goodfield declares: "It is
this social matrix that helps determine the directions
in which st:ience will go and the social acceptance of
its fruits, yet apparently scientists have still not

\Oily realized that the contemporary social matrix de-
Mands that the desires of ordinary people must be re-\

spected and acknOwledged" (Goodfield, 1981).
:ohn Ziman, Henry Overton Wills Professor of Physics

at 8r4stol University, is equally insistent in calling
for diversity in setting scientific and technological
policy:\

It is t-4 wisdom of thepluralistic society to
doubt the competence of any authority to choose
wisely on behalf of every citizen. It is nor so
much that they cannot be trusted not to feather
their own nests; it is simply that the questions
debated . . . are seldom correctly posed. They
refer far too much to what is technically possible
or technically optimal, rather than what is so-
cially desirable. This is perfectly exemplified
by the history cf the Concorde project, where the
advisory committee seems to have been dominated by
engineers and,accouRtants, rather than by poten-
tial passengers or by non-passengers residing near
large airports. . . . (Ziman, 1976)

The proper antidote to what Professor Ziman calls
"the poison of technocracy" is participatory democracy.
After all, the old sage in the introductory fable sought
visdom whoremr she could find it, not just from under-
water experts. There is a persistent and troubling dif-
ficulty to participatory democracy, however. It is eas-
ier to chart than it is to implement. As Walter
Lippmann has adroitly observed about tne pluralistic
society: "No amount of charters, direct primaries, or
short ballots will make a democracy out of an illiterate
people. Those portions of America where there are
voting booths but no schools cannot possibly be de-
scribed as democracies." Lippmann called for "a nation
vastly better educated, a nation freed from its slovenly
ways of thinking, stimulated by wider interests, and
jacked up constantly by the sharpest kind of criticism"
(Lippmann, 1913, in Rossiter and Lare, 1963). Not all

17)fl
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citizens are capable of participating in this tough pro-
cess. But at a minimum there must be a sufficient num-
ber and diversity of opinion leaders taking part to
guarantee that all important points of the social-intel-

lectual spectrum enter intc the analysis and refinement
of forming scientific and technological policy. Other-
wise, our scientific establishment may either Stagnate ,

or run rampant beyond humanistic control.
These concerns place a very heavy burden upon our

colleges and universities to prepare bright young men
and women majoring not only in the sciences but in other
disciplines as well. We must have a variety of intel-
ligent non-scientists who are capable of carrying on
knowledgeable and critical diScussion about scientific
and technological issues if we are to arrive at policies
about space, energy, and the like through a pluralistic
process. To keep democracy operable, then, our system
of higher education is going to have to turn out law-
yers, journalists, ministers, politicians, and other
professional leaders who are capable of:engaging scien-
tists at least partially on their own terms. Otherwise,
we may confirm the fears of those who claim that wide-
spread involvement in decisions concerning scientific
issues will paralyze research and technological advance-
ment. Otherwise, we may find ourselves members of a

society in which only a small band of experts influence
an elite group of politicians in order to work their
self-centered will.

Thus, to help ensure the survival of pluralism in
American democracy, we believe it is imperative that the
federal government play a strong role in encouraging
quality scienceeducation for college non- specialists.
To play this role, then, cis squarely in the national
interest.

Knowledgeable college graduates must serve
as opinion leaders in the political struc-
ture to help the public at large understand
science and technology.

This participatory process we have been discussing
functioned exceedingly well in the early years of the

2 7
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United States government near the turn of the eighteenth
century. Sovereignty was limited to probably no more
than 10 percent of the population and was wielded by men
who for the most part were liberally educated about sci-
ence as well as most other important subjects. In fact,
a number of early American political figures not only
could debate science but practiced it. Benjamin Frank-
lin, for example, was elected to the Royal Society of
London and was awarded its Sir Godfrey Copley Gold Medal
"on account.of his curious experiments and observation
on electricity" (Van Doren, 1952).

Science was not yet a professional preserve, nor was
it very specialized. As a result, men who could afford
the leisure and the education were able to become pro-
ficient in scientific matters. Historian Verner W.
Crane explains:

In America, as in Europe, clergymen like Cotton
Mather, officials and gentry like Cadwallader
Colden, and numerous physicians could set up as
spare-time natural philosophers; the claims of not
a few were recognized by election to the Royal
Society. In Philadelphia, even tradesmen and ar-
tisans advanced in a few years to new frontiers of
experimental science. (Crane, 1954)

As the United States moved from what originally was
an agrarian society into the industrial age, then into
the atomic era and ultimately into the space age, funda-
mental changes occurred that gradually upset this happy
relationship between science and politics. Science, and
before long technology, grew increasingly sophisticated
and specialized. At the same time, the body politic
broadened as suffrage was extended beyond the old landed
aristocracy to the rising merchants, small farmers, the
working classes, women, and finally minorities. The
United States also expanded from a country of 13 states
along the Atlantic seaboard into a 50-state nation of
more than continental proportions. The result is a
widely dispersed populace who have equally wide dispar-
ities in their abilities to cope with the pressing is-
sues of science and technology--issues that are as com-
plex as they are necessary for existence in modern life.

Largeness, in and of itself, is enough to strain the
democratic relationship between science and politics.
As historian Carl L. Becker notes: "It is a striking
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fact that until recently democracy never flourished ex-
cept in very small states--for the most part in cities."
True, both the Romans and the Persians accorded a mea-
sure of self-government to local communities in their
empires but, Becker insists, only on purely local mat-
ters. He explains: "In no large state as a whole was
democratic goveinment found.to be practicable. One es-
sential reason is that until recently the means of com-
munication were too slow and uncertain to create the
necessary solidarity of interest and similarity of
information over large areas" (Becker, 1941). This
partially explains why the Greek city-states, where de-
mocracy first took form, were kept small. As much as
geography, it may have been some political instinct
among Greeks that told them a state necessarily should
bea natural association of people bound together by
traditions and obligations based on common knowledge and
understanding. When the Greeks began to build an
that transcended the city-state, they soon lost many of
their democratic tendencies.

One way to overcome the difficulty of applying democ-
racy to a large industrialized nation such as the United
States is to create a strong sense of community in the
Greek tradition through modern means of communication.
In this fashion, political kinship can be built on,a
basis of understanding science and technology as well as
other issues vital to contemporary life. As Carl Becker
explains, the reason the republican form of government
has- survived;into the twentieth century in the United
States is that "the means of communication, figuratively
speaking, were making large countries small" (Becker,
1941).

These means of communication flow from a variety of .

institutions serving modern democracy--the media,
churches, and public schools, to name a few. All dis-
seminate information. All help form public opinion.
All depend on college-educated professionals to operate
effectively. And none will be able to lead public opin-
ion intelligently unless those professionals receive a
meaningful college education in the sciences.

It- is.important-that enlightened-opinion leaders rep-
resenting a variety of interests be involved in helping
build a broad base of understanding about scientific
matters. William G. Wells, head of the Office of Public
Sector Programs for the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, explains this need:

0-
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Why is it important for us to have science broadly
based? Well, all citizens have to be involved in
the great debates of our society today that in-
creasingly involve-science and technology in'some
manifestations.

For example, today we are in the middle of a vir-
tually nationwide debate-on the whole subject of
creationism versus evolution. It is in the
courts. It is an issue that is not going to go
away. . . . I would argue that this is not a de-
bate solely for the biologists or-the anthropolo-
gists. This is a debate for all of us beduse it
does affect the fundamental- basis, the fundamental

nature, the fundamentalAnderstanding of what sci-
ence is about, the ,role chat science plays, the

ways of scientific thinking, and the meaning of
scientific evidence. (National Research Council,
1981c)

In the decades ahead, the public at large will be
required to make difficult choices regarding the ex-
tension of scientific research and technological devei-
'opment in the face of limited resources. In its search
for -thgt good society, what trade-offs will the public be
willing to make? Will voters allow state and local gov-
erdments to condemn huge tracts of land in order to
erect banks of solar collectors to transform the sun's
energy for urban use? Will-citizens accept the costs of
controlling pollution in order to enjoy the benefits of
clean air and water? Will the public allow officials to
commit billions of dollars to establish space colonies
while one-fourth of the earth's population lives in pov-
erty?

Reasonable resolution of these and other problems of
equal magnitude will depend in large part upon the cali-
ber of the public opinion leaders who emerge from the
nation's colleges and universities in the years ahead.
Will these leaders--most of whom will not have majored
in one of the natural or physical sciences--be able to
help the publiC-diStinguish "sense from nonsense? Will
these leaders know where to go to help the public find
answers to perplexing questions in an era that has seen
an almost overwhelming expansion of knowledge? Will
these )waders be capable of leading the public to reli-
able experts when scientific celebrities wage campaigns
in direct conflict with one another? To a significant

30
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degree, answers to theseAuestions of public trust will
be determined by the gualityOf science education for
non-specialists provided on;the nation's campuses.

Well-prepared non-specialists can assume,
leadership in thejr professions if they have

,s
a command of essential scientific concepts.

qón-specialists have obligations to themselves and to
.

professions in addition to their public responsi-
'(/ bilities. As we move further and deeper into an age

where computers and other technological inventions touch
our. everyday lives, meeting these obligatIbns- requires
better and different college preparation in the sciences
than has been offered professionals in recent decades.

The field of journalism provides a striking example
of this need. Within the last 20 years the profession,
after having been relatively static in terms f tech-
nology for nearly a century, has undergone technical
revolution. Ynvention after invention ha changed
nearly every process of journalism, froWnews gathering
to news delivery. This shiny net- information technology
includes computerized word processing, offset printing,
data retrieval systems, electron}]6 interoffice word and
picture transmission, laser printing, the electronic
camera, and computerizedhope.delivery of newspapers.

These deVelopments are/so sweeping andrsO revolution-
ary that they are bringing about fundamental changes in
the very power structgre of journalism. In effect, the
traditional power structure that has been in place for
the last 100 years came about with the invention of the
Linotype and stereotyping in the late 1880s. At that
time, editors lost control of newspapers because they
failed to'understand and master the technology. The

production people who managed the back shop began to
gaixpower because'they understood the machinery and
what it could do. Publishers, therefore, began to give
more weight to the technical production people rather

r' than to editors in arguments about such matters as

////
whether there would be front-page remakes, extra edi-
tions, or additional pages.
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Now editorial people are in a position to move back
to the top of the journalism power structure. Managing
editors, if they understand technology, can regain con-
trol of the editorial product by telling the computer
people what to do and hoW to do it. They need not let
computer salespersons just impose on them.

In the early stages of the application of computers,,
in journalism, companies simply picked up computer-sys-
tems that had been designed for bank6 and airlines and
applied them to newspapers. Because editors had no
knowledge of how computers operate, they took a lot of
nonsense from programmers who would say "You can't do
that" when indeed they could do that. Computer experts
could design keyboards and control systems to do what
journalists wanted done. If journalists had known
enough, they could have insisted that it be done. So if
journalists are going to control their own destiny and
exercise proper professional authority over editorial
decisions, they will need a fundamental knowledge of
science and technology.' This example, drawn from one
professional field, could be replicated in almost every
other field discussed in this report.

The indicators are clear, then: History and man-
kind's ingenuity are taking us deeper and deeper into an
era in which familiarity with scientific principles and
technological know-how is becoming a commonplace re-
quirement for those wishing to exert leadership. Unless
professionals master the new technology, it may very
well master. them. 'Unless they take hold of scientific

. principles, lack of scientific knowledge may very well
hold them back. More and more professionals are going
to need such scientific knowledge in addition to quan-
titative analytical skills and knowledge of the computer
just to perform their day-to-day work. How deep this
knowledge should be and how it should be provided are
the subjects of this report.

More important, however, society is going to look
increasingly to professionals for leadership in working
with scientists to make sure that science and technology
are harnessed on behalf of progress and good, rather
than-regression-'and evil. Unfortunately; America -has
beenbeen much more successful in creating a remarkably com-
plex and powerful technological order than it has been
in avoiding the social and psychological problems that
accompany technology when it goes to excess (Hannay and
McGinn, 1980). Professionals such as clergy, lawyers,
journalists, and businesspersons could be instrumental

7 7
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in helping the United States adjust. its technical-eco-

nomic growth to keep pace with its concern for human
values.

To do so will require unprecedented creative wis-

dom--of the kind called forth by the sagacious woman
trying to offset a tidal wave. Securing wisdom in the
1980s will be much harder than in the mythical situa-
tion, however. It will take disciplined minds that have
given more than passing' attention in college to science
and technology. Educating those minds will require a
dedicated commitment on the part of higher education,
with help from the federal, government, to provide non-
°specialists a better college science experience than

they have heretofore been receiving. The challenge is
to help bright young non-specialists overcome initial
anxieties and other obstacles so that they gain a fa-

cility to engage in critical thinking about science, a
facility that will, with periodic efforts of renewal,
serveothem and society through the rest of their profes-
sional careers.

0
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THE UNIVERSITY'S OBLIGATION TO EDUCATE FOR LEADERSHIP
IN A SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL AGE

The function of responsible opinion leaders is to help
clarify issues, explore alternatives, and guide the var-
ious constituencies of democracy to reasonable conclu-
sions. The public at large in modern democracy does not °
have to deal with the specifics of science, as citizens
of the early republic did or as some professional lead-
ers still must do in the interest of maintaining plural-
istic decision making. The general public does, how-
ever, need to give mandates and elect officials who will
carry out scientific and technological policies for the
public good.

To a significant degree, improved protection of the
public interest will he determined by the quality of
Science education for non-specialists provided on the
nation's campuses. As college graduates move into posi-
tions of professional leadership and influence public
opinion on scientific and technical matters, it is crit-
ical that consideration be given to the extent college
science education contributes to their future role as
opinion leaders. In light of this important obligation,
we believe colleges and universities should ensure that
undergraduate science education for non-specialists be
an "enabling process" embracing. several goals. This
chapter will describe what this process should be and
will provide examples of how the goals can be met.

12
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College science education should enab,le

hon-speeialists to overcome fears that might
prevent them from launching a lifetime
learning experience about science and
technology.

All indications are that many of those students entering
college today but not planning to major in science are
interested in science and understand how studying it
would benefit them. They are, ,however, either intimi-
dated by formidable introductory courses for science
majors or dissatisfied with what they see being offered
in courses for non-scientists (National Science Foun-
dation, 1980; Mallow, 1981) .

One student majoring in elementary education told the
Committee at its hearings at Indiana University:

When I first came to IU and found out I had to
take 18 hours of science, I nearly had a heart
attacks In high school, I did the bare minimum to
graduate. . . . I think I had two credits of biol-
ogy and then I had two credits of math. . . . So I
had no background at all to come to college and
take all these classes. (National Research Coun-
cil, 1981a)

This is not the isolated opinion of one undergrad-
uate. Similar complaints are directed hundreds of times
every year to student advisors across the country, ac-
cording to the Committee's survey of science teachers
and the experience of several Committee members who are
long-time science teachers themselves.

In testimony before the Committee, Christine Harris,
director of the Consortium for the Advancement of Minor-
ities in Journalism Education, had this to say about
students' reactions to science requirements in that
field:

Many journalism students shy away from studying
science and math. They are afraid of it and in-
timidated by it. Every one of the educators I
talked with noted that a large number of students
take as little math and science as they have to to
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get out of college. (National Research Council,
1981c)

Unless students overcome their fear of science, they
will nqt be likely to learn. One approach to counter-
acting the fear of science expressed by entering college
freshmen is being developed by Hans Andersen at Indiana
University for students majoring in elementary educa-
tion. With partial support from the National Science
Founaation, the "Indiana Model" for training teachers
attempts to integrate the "learning" of science with the
"teaching" of the subject (National Res arch Council,
1981c). A three-part sequence offered simultaneously
withina semester couples a content course in a science
area such as physics; biology, or earth sciences with a
teaching methods course. Students are then sent out to
elementary school classrooms in the Bloomington area to
practice teaching the science they have just studied.

This approach has nad a fascinating, positive effect
in dispelling initial fears of science expressed by stt-
dents entering college. .Actually having to translate
the science for someone else, namely elementary school
children, seems to bring it down to a level where fear
evaporates, where all that "theoretical kind of bookish
stuff goes" (National Research Council, 1981a).

As Committee member H. Richard Crane commented at the
Indiana student hearings:

The kind of enthusiasm produced by this science
sequence suggests that other parts of the univer-
sity might be able to learn something from the
education department. A sequence of science
courses like these might be applicable to more
people than just those in elementary education.
Students in English or in history or something
like that might like to learn science this way.
(National Research Council, 1981a)

The apparent success of Andersen's program suggests that
students who will nave responsibility one day for com-
municating information about science-and technology- -
including those majoring in journalism, education, and
theology--should be encouraged to couple the learning of
science with practice in communicating about science.
For, example, reporters on student newspapers might be
encouraged to write feature articles Soout science
developments on the campus. Students studying theology

7f)
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might be asked to preach sermons on science and society
in homiletics courses.

:college science education should also motivate the
student to want to learn more about science, to follow
new ideas, and to understand what scientists are talking
about, even after graduation. The non-specialist, after
all, will spend on the average at least 12 times the
length of undergraduate education pursuing a living.
One lawyer interviewed by the Committee put the value of
science courses in, later life this way: "(College has)
generally influenced my reading habits in science"
(National Research Council, 1981c).

Through creative application of teaching talents,
college professors can motivate non-specialists to take
a genuine interest in science. In doing so, they should
enable students to discover that they are able to (1)
understant scientific phenomena, (2) extend their own
knowledge of scientific things, (3) derive satisfaction
from learning about' scientific things, and (4) continue
to develop their knowledge and critical interpretation
of new information during the rest of their lives. Many
'professors provide this type of experience now; many
more need to assess why they are not more successful in
doing so.

It is important that non-specialists develop some
interest in the way knowledge is acquired if they are to
increase their stock of scientific information in the
years following graduation from college. Broad under-
standing and a grasp of the basic principles are needed.
There should be no hurry to rush undergraduates into a
detailed analysis of the natural sciences. Instead,
undergraduate non-specialists should be able to complete
their college science experience with some modest sense
of accomplishment. Even more important, they should
come to realize that the further study of science is
within the range of their abilities. Most important of
all, they should have a college experience that allows
the- to discover that science can be fun and exciting.
Once fear has been overcome, the student engages in a
college science experience that can truly sharpen his or
her critical thinking abilities.
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College science education should enable
non-specialists to develop their capacityrto
engage in critical thinking.

By "critical thinking," we mean the ability to grasp-
information, examine it, evaluate it fOr soundness, and
apply it appropriately. Therefore,-properly designed
undergraduate course's in the sciences should impart fo
the learner some of the cognitive strategies employed by
the scientific investigator when engaged in the act of
inquiry. The thinking skills conveyed by such courses
have the potential to be of both general and specific
value to the non-specialist. In general, science educa;'----
tion can assist the student to,apply a well-trilned mind
to a wide variety of endeavors. Whether engaged in
business, journalism, law, or teaching, the individual
who can sort sense\from nonsense is one of the "most

r critical of our national assets, among the scarcest and
the most valuable of our national resources" (Presi-
dent's Science Advisory Committee, 1959).

Some would argue, quite justifiably, that science is
not unique in providing the student with this sort of
acumen. As a field of inquiry, however, science does
have a specific contribution to make to critical think-
ing. Exposure to science--its corpus of knowledge, its
vocabulary, the nature of its investigative methods, its
limits, and its potentialhas special benefits. It can
prepare the non-specialist to question scientific pro-
nouncements, to suspect shoddy research, and to identify
fraudulent scientific claims.

Opportunities for using a little scientific judgment
in everyday life are everywhere: Can the position of
stars at birth truly determine one's fate? Is it worth
spending family savings to travel to Mexico in search of
a magic cure of cancer through Laetrile? Should we have
an egg a day as our ,mothers admonished us or believe the
latest research claims about cholesterol? If a partic-
_ular_toothpaste reduces cavities, is it the vigorous
brushing that is responsible or the fluoridation treat-
ment or both? Because we no longer see the pollution
emanating from smokestacks, does that mean that a fac-
tory has succeeded in making the air clean? Because we
see a cloud rising from a smokestack, does that mean the
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air is polluted? These are some of the issues that ------------------

quire critical questioning and judgment. Sound courses
in sciencecan.help build that judgmental power.

NumafOus individuals testifying before the Committee
described how the concepts and methods of science can be
applied to non-science fields. In law, for example, Lee
Loevinger, a practi,Jing attorney with the firm of Hogan
and Hartson in Washington, D. C., and vice chairman of
the Science and Technology Section of the American Bar
Association, drew clear parallels between the role of
observation in scientific inquiry and the way judges and
lawyers attempt to secure a reliable data, base through
the litigation process.

Experience with science, properly presented, can soon
awaken individuals to the beauty and utility inherent in
the scientific data-gathering process. One graduate
student, who specializes'in science writing, described
for the Committee her excitement in discovering the
meaning of causality. As a result of laboratory work,
she learned to think in terms of "probability," "reli-
ability," "validity," "experimental groups," and "con-
trol groups." She explained:

I was fascinated because my thinking had been un-
controlled before and I hadn't realized it. . . .

I was accepting as cause and effect things that
weren't causally related at all. (National Re-
search Council, 1981a)

0ther students described their surprise and delight
in finding that the scientific way of thinking has
broader application. For example, a speech communi-
cation major told the,Committee how science and math-
ematics courses sharpened her analytical abilities in
argumentation:

I haveVtad the introductory biology class for ma-
jors. I have had 10 hours of calculus at the 200
level. I have had the introductory computer sci
ence elass for majors. And I have had a couple of
classes-in abstract logic. . . . I think that the
biggest thing that these classes did for me was to
give me analytical tools, not necessarily factual
data. I know that from my math background
throughout high school and college just the con-
cept of taking 'a theorem and trying to prove it
helped me a lot in speech and argumentation. I
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\ found it much easier just to pick out what is
\ wrong in arguments. (National Research Council,
,1981a)

The same student explained to Committee members how
business, political science, and her own field of speech
commurlication have borrowed from biology the concept
that organizations act like organisms and can thus be
studied as whole systems. She observed:

I have found that other areas of speech communi-
cation Often use natural sciences as a paradigm to
help explain what is going on. I know a school of
thought right now in the social sciences is the
so- called "systems" theory school. It is big in
businesskschool. It'is big in speech communica-
tion, especially when yOu are studying group
interaction and organization communication. I
know they Ise it to study the organization of Con-
gress.

The whole paradigm was taken from biology, saying
organizations. are like organisms. Although I had
no factual data from biology that specifically
helped me understand this theory, I know that
having biology classes gave me a better appreci-
ation for what the systems school is. (National
Research Council, 1981a)

The study of science can also help students learn to
analyze claims about so-called "truth" and distinguish
more intelligently betwen arguments that are presented
in black-and-white terms. The graduate student in jour-
nalism who appeared before Committee members gave re-
vealing testimony on this point. She recalled how she
had read recentlyin a newsletter from the Institute for
Public Information how an ABC news executive had ex-
plained away the public's increased interest in science
news. 'He had claimed that the public needed a sense of
certainty because the world has grown so "iffy and
changing" and that science provides definitive answers.
She exclaimed:

I thought to myself, "Oh, no!" This is a popular
misconception on the part of a lot of people, in-
cluding working journalists, that science provides
definitive answers. That just reinforced my
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feelings that we ought to be teaching people more
about the process of science. That science is
dynamic; what is true today is not true tomorrow.
(National Research Council, 1981a) .

NUmerous modern authors have found the concepts of
science appealing to their dramatic instincts. W. Som-
erset Maugham, for example, has recalled how his med-
ical education provided him with a rudimentary knowledge
of science and the scientific method that he "embraced
with alacrity":

It_was a very limited knowledge, for the demandt .

of the curriculum at that time were very small,
but at all events, it showed me the road that led
to a region of which I was completely_ ignorant. I

grew familiar with certain principles. The scien-
tific world of which I thus obtained a cursory
glimpse was rigidly materialistic. . . . I was
glad to learn that the mind of man (himself a -

product of natural causes) was a function of the
brain, subject like the rest of his body to the
laws of cause and effect, and that these laws were
the same as those that governed the movements of
star and atom. (Maugham, 1938)

It shoula be clear, then, that science can not only in-
form the intellect ana .;ms.pen reasoning abilities, but
fire the imagination as well. Most important of all,

. however, the study of science--when properly done--can
lead students to a life-long attitude that prompts them
to examine data, issues, and opinions.with a critical
eye. Students who have learned to explore fundamental
causes, think out theorems, and question scientific
findings rather than merely memorize facts by rote are
prepared to evaluate critically the world of science and
technology. They are also prepared to deal with the
growing complexities in general that beset use in the
twentieth century.

4.
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College science education should enable
non-specialists to know how to seek reliable
sources of scientific and technical
information and how to use them throughout
life.

Learning to think critically in college is not enough.
The college experience at its best should prepare stu-
dents to acquire analytical skills and an ability to lo-
cate the information with which to think critically
throughout life. For the typical undergraduate4 non-
specialist, science lectures will have occupiedlonly
about 7 percent of total undergraduate course work by
the time;the baccalaureate degree is conferred (see
Chapter 3). This means that most graduates at present
leave college with an understanding of science based on
an average of 135 contact hours of formal instruction,
out of a 4-year total of about 1,860 contact hours.

If those 135 contact hours were spent simply explor-
ing the latest findings of science, the non-specialist's
knowledge of science would be rendered obsolete in just
a few years. The rapid change and growth of scientific
knowledge in the past three decades alone suggest that
college science education for the non-major must incor-
porate a different educational strategy than education
for the future scientist. The scientist has years to
discover the ongoing nature of scientific inquiry. The
non-scientisthas only a few courses. Science is an-
other form of continuing human inquiry, and the base of
knowledge will change with time. The non-specialist
should be prepared for further encounters with scien-
tific information and should know which specialist to
call upon to deal with a given matter.

Journalists, lawyers, businesspersons, politicians,
and general citizens alike are at the mercy of individ-
uals who correctly or incorrectly are called upon--or
seek--to speak as experts in the area of science and
technology. How is the non-specialist to know if the
individual is making sense? Because a scientist encour-
ages caution in accepting,the conclusions he or she has
reached as a result of research, should the public dis-
miss the claims of that scientist in favor of the claims
of a scientist who is uncompromisingly certain about his
or her facts?
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The episode at the Three Mile Island nuclear power
plant provides an interesting example of the challenges
that confront the journalist who attempts to arrive at
the "truth" behind a story. In a starkly dispassionate
analysis following the incident, the President's Commis-
sion on the Accident at Three Mile Island instructed the
Task Force on the Public's Right to Information to as-
sess the way in which public information officers and
journalists served the public's information needs. The
task force pointed oUt that the information about the
accident had a "significant bearing on the capacity of
people to respond to the accident, on their emotional
health, and on their willingness to accept gUidance from
responsible public officials" (President's Commission on
the Accident at Three Mile Island, 1979). The task
force concluded that neither public information offi-
cials nor journalists, served the public's right to know:

Perhaps the most serious failure in the planning
stage was that neither the utility nor the NRC
(Nuclear Regulatory Commission) made provisions
for getting information from people who had it . . .

to people who needed it. . . . Given this confusion
among sources, and given that reporters are almost
entirely dependent on such sources for their in-
formation, it is not surprising that news media
coverage of the accident in the first few days was
also confused. (President's Commission on the
Accident at Three Mile Island, 1979)

Such confusion confronts the field of law, too. In-
creasingly complex issues are being presented in the
legal system for which there is-little to guide lawyers
or judges _in making decisions about the validity of what
is portrayed as scientific evidence. An attorney pre-
paring for a trial must locate and examine witnesses
well before the trial and learn as much as possible
about the specific scientific issues in question
(Thomas, W., 1978). There is little control, however,
over who is willing to come forward as an expert witness
or his or her reliability to serve as a source of infor-
mation. It is not clear that the legal methods employed
in court are adequate checks of reliability. Lee
Loevinger put it to the Committee this way:

Cross-examination is still regarded as the best
test of truth in modern trials. However, there

'?
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are virtually no empirical data validating the

technique and it is today accepted mainly as the
equivalentof.-a medieval ordeal. (National
Research,Council, 1981c)

In summary, the college experience should enable non-
specialists to launch a lifelong quest for knowledge and
understanding. It should give them an understanding of
science that will prepare them to (1) seek reliable
sources of current information, (2) look beyond the con-
tent of scientific claims to the care with which the
scientist has framed the statement,t,and (3) ask the
right questions. This is perhaps the most challenging
goal in teaching science to undergraduate non-special-
is . It requires careful planning of the limited time
a sci nce teacher has available to interact with stu-
dents. It requires the opportunity for discussion and
the creative use of the many examples of reliable--and
unrel!able -- sources today. It is an investment during
the college years for a life that increasingly will be
affected by science and technology.

Colleg science education should enable
non-spec lists to gain the scientific and
technical owledge needed in their
professions,

Non-specialists should have within their reach the spe-
cial scientific and technical knowledge needed to carry
out professional activities in an age of rapid scien-
tific change and technological development.

To understand what non-specialists need to know about
science and technology after professional training is
complete, we convened a one-day invitational conference
on science and the professions. This was supplemented
by individual interviews with approximately 30 non-sci-
ence professionals in a variety of occupations and work
settings -- lawyers, journalists, business managers, theo-
logians, and others. The information we collected sug-
gests that non-specialists more and more are having to
come to grips with scientific or technological concepts
and knowledge as they carry out their ptofessional ac-
tivities.

,44'k
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A-lawyer, for example, working in the Environmental
Enforcement Section of the Department of Justice,asists
in coordinating the enforcement of the Clean Air Act and
the Clean Water Act, among other enviro7719til laws. In
these cases, the Department of Justice b ngs law suits
on behalf of the Environmental ProteCtion Agency (EPA)
against polluters in violation of federal statutes. She
explained:

I must determine whether the legal standards have
been complied with. I must determine whether the
difference between the standards established by
EPA and the level of emissions is statistically
significant. I must also determine what methods
of pollution control are available to the industry
in question, what the company is doing to control
emissions, what it can do, and what it would cost
them to do more than they are doing at the present
time. (National Research Council, 1981c)

Another example of how technical federal regulatory
law has become in recent years is provided by the comr
ments of an attorney working for the Common Carrier Bu-
reau of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
The FCC regulates such conglomerates as American Tele-
'phone and Telegraph and Western Union, authorizes sat-
ellite positions in space, and regulates the use of car
telephones and telephone rates. Companies apply to the
FCC to operate as common carriers. They must abide by
regulations and rules established by the FCC. While the
judgment is a legal one, there are often engineering
aspects that must be considered. For example, an at-
torney who handles such cases told the Committee:

U

A company which applied recently wanted to operate
a facsimile service, transmitting hard copies of
materials between the 48 contiguous states and
Alaska. A question was raised with respect to the
band width of the channels which could be used by
this commercial operator./'As it turns out, the
band widths of certain channels are not sufficient
to take the type of'information this service would
transmit. I had to approach the en§ineers at the
Bureau to work through the technical details of
the proposal vis-a-vis the regulations established
by the FCC with regard to band width use.
(National Reieirch Council, 19810
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The modern attorney working in the areas of regula-
tory law, law relating to computers, patent law, space
law, technology assessment, or corporate law increas-
ingly confronts situations directly involving scientific
and technological information. A professor of law at
Indiana University, who started out in colle as an
engineering major, explained to the Committee h w impor-
tant a command of science is in estate planning:

As soon as you get into any sort of sophisticated
personal or financial planning, you immediately
have to deal with concepts and with instruments
that have their basis in the same sort of things
that I was dealing with in my first year of engi-
neering courses; that is, how a computer operates,
what its capabilities are, and basic, number the-
ory. Believe it or not, there are some mathemati-
cal concepts hidden in the Internal Revenue Code,
and to be able to not only extract those but trans-
mit them to your client is absolutely essential.
(National Research Council, 1981a)

He went on to say that one of the chief problems in

odealing.with estate planning is that the compUter is
replacing "the traditional avuncular attorney." He de-

' clared: "More and more,, it is the projection that ap-
pears on the CRT that tells the story, rather than some
maxims that have been tossed around the office for the
last 50 years."

Some lawyers would call for an even broader under-
standing of scientific principles. Lee Loevinger ad-
vised the Committee that lawyers, as well as legislators
and other professional intellectual workers, need a

grasp of'the following principles to perform at what he
calls a'completely competent and adequate level:

Fixst and foremost, for example, is the principle
of parsimony, Occam's razor, which requires an
economy of concepts, not of money. 'Imagine the
'revolution in government, if you will, that would
occur if this principle were understood and re-
spected by the personnel laboring in Washington.

Next . . . contrary to popular impressions, sci-
ence is not a body of certain, immutable, fixed
and precise principles; 'It is rather . . . a body
of probability statements. Indeed, the whole con-

rg fi
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cept of probability is at once one of the most

fUndamental and most elusive concepts in the
fields of both science and law. ,Both legal and
scientific conclusions are never certainties but
only probability propositions. Yet the concept of
probability, except in its most popular and intui-
tive sense, is studied and Understood by very few
in law. (National. Research Council, 1981c)

In the area of business management, corporate leaders
are also finding that they need to keep up with the
,rapid changes in science and technology if they are to
succeed in highly competitive markets. The president of
an 'international television program distribution firm
based in New York City described how he has had to deal
with innovations in technology this way:

Television programs are distributed worldwide by
satellite transmission systems today. In order to
supervise sales, .I had to learn about the tech-
nical operation of videosystemi. What does it
take to get it on the air or recorded? What are
the differences in TV standards throughout the
world? I don't have to know how to operate or to
fix equipment, but I do have to know what goes
into putting a prograh on the air. I have to know
how satellites operate, and whether the electronic
(TV) standards in one country will permit us to
broadcast a program by satellite to the U.S. (Na-
tional Research Council, 1981c)

The need for a knowledge of science and technology is
not restricted to individuals working in fields of man-
agement or law. Consider the experience of an interna-
tionally recognized landscape architect and regional
planner:

I've planned and designed numerous sites in the
United States and abroad and have conducted many
regional assessments. Projects include: a survey
of the upper northwest quadrant of Colorado for

.recreational use; the design of a new town outside
Houston, Texas; the selection of an appropriate
site to locate the capitol of Nigeria; the devel-
opment of an environmental park in Iran. . . . To
do my work, I must put together teams of experts
from a wide range of fields--the physical, biolog-

0
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ical, and social sciences. I incorporate infor-
mation drawn from the soil sciences, ecology, an-
thropology, biology, social science systems, etc.,
etc. Everytime I do a project I have to hire a
whole range of specialists. Every situation is
unique. Because it is impossible for me to have
mastered all the information I need to know, I
depend on experts to bring their information to
bear on the problem. (National Research Council,
1981c)

We suggested at the outset of this report that there
is also a significant pool of individuals who are cE-
sponsible for transmitting information about science and
technology to the general population. As reporters,
teachersu or theologians, these people have important
professioh'al needs to understand science.

Representatives from the field of journalism, for
example, pOint out that it is important to distinguish
between two categories of reporters when thinking about
their needS for scientific knowledge. These are general
assignment! reporters and beat reporters. General as-
signment reporters will be called on to cover science
stories in areas where they may never have done a story
before. They may have no background in the subject mat-
ter and find they "must get it on the spot" (National
Research Council, 1981c). In contrast, beat reporters-
who coverfa single topic or field of knowledge- -have
luxtry of building up their understanding of an area
like energy, the environment, or the medical sciences.

One individual testifying before the Committee de-
scribed hOw Roger Witherspoon, wt.:se "beat" is in the
area oz. energy for the Atlanta Constitution, goes about
gathering 'data for an assignment. He obviously has a
need for scientific information, as the following testi-
fies:

Eveh before he started that beat, one of the
things he did was to visit a nuclear power plant.
In fact, he visited two, one that was completed
and operating and another that was under construc-
tion so that he could see how the thing was put
together. He talked to engineerSr He talked to
scientists to get an understandi of what nuclear
energy was all about. He did all of that back-
ground research before he even started his beat so
that when he started writing those stories, he had



a basic understanding of the subject matter. (Na-
tional Research Council, 1981c)

Another group of non-science professionals who need
good college science preparation is the clergy. LeRoy
Walters, professor at the Kennedy Institute for Bio-
ethics at Georgetown University, described for the Com-
mittee how clergy have a practical need to understand
developments in science and technology in order properly
to counsel members of their congregations on the crises
of life. He explained:

For example, the clergy may need to know about ge-
netic counseling centers in the vicinity of their
churches or synagogues to refer members of their
congregation for expert technical advice. Simi-

larly, members of the clergy may need to have a
basic understanding of diseases or probable out-
comes of particular illnesses in counseling with
the parents of seriously handicapped newborn in-
fants or the adult sons and daughters of seriously
or terminally ill parents. (National Research
Council, 1981c)

College science ecucation should permit non-special-
ists like those depicted above to gain the scientific
and technical information they need to carry out their
professional roles. For some, this may mean a solid
grounding in the same introductory science sequences
provided for science majors. For example, one individ-
ual we interviewed who writes a nationally syndicated
column on the environment believes that those students

interested in working in a specialty area such as envi-
ronmental reporting should take courses in science
fields related to environmental matters, "including
basic biology" (National Research Council, 1981c).

Our concern is largely with the many undergraduates
majoring in fields where little effort has been made to
date by educators to relate science to the professions.
We believe that the scientific community should do mucn
more to offer undergraduate science courses of special
value to future non-science professionals. How this can
be accomplished depends to a large extent on the re-
sources and talent available at the various undergrad-
uate institutions. We shall offer some suggestions
latein this report.
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College science education should enable
non-specialists to gain the scientific and
technical knowledge needed to fulfill civic
responsibilities in an increasingly
technological society.

Most important issues in the public arena today involve
science and technology. These include such topics as
nuclear proliferation, the use of chemical additives in
foods, the impact of medical technology on the individ-
ual and the family, and energy conservation.

The recent incident in California involving the Medi-
terranean fruit fly provides an interest-'-g example.
Concerned that a federal quarantine woul ripple the
state's $14 billion farm industry, Calif,_nians had to
decide,whether the health risks associated with the aer-
/ial spraying of the pesticide Malathion outweighed the
'economic consequences,of failing to 'halt the infesta-
tion. The state had already attempted to combat the

) threat by confiscating and destroying infected fruit
1 when it became clear that aerial spraying would be vital
1 to a succedsful effort. Governor Jerry Brown at first

'

resisted the idea of aerial spraying on environmental
grounds but reversed his decision soon after Agricul-

/ tune Secretary John Block announced it would be neces-
sary to quarantine the California produce. After a pe-

1 ricd of apocalyptic rhetoric, Californians generally
took the spraying in stride (Wallis, 1981). The wisdom'
of the decision to proceed with the spraying has yet to

I be determined. Nonetheless, the situation as it has
presented itself provides a dramatic example of the
problems that arise when many legitimate points of view
must be sifted in order to decide upon the appropriate
use of technology--often under pressure of an urgent
need to act.

In another area of public policy, legislation was in-
troduced this year by Senators John H. Chaffee (R-Rhode
Island) and Thomas B. Evans (R- Delaware) that would es-
tablish a Coastal Barrier Resources Syktem consisting of
undeveloped coastal barriers on the Atliht,ic and Gulf
coasts--including barrier islands and beaches, baymouth
barriers, and tombolos. One of the primary goals of the
bill is to prevent new federal expenditures and finan-
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cial assistance for construction within the proposed
system.

Federal goveinment meteorologists and traffic engi-
neers have watched uneasily as the population density
along our coasts has nearly doubled over the last 20
years. The rate of urban growth on barrier islands be-
tween 1960 and 1976 was four times the national aver-
age. It has been estimated that each year between 5,000
and 6,000 acres are urbanized (Chaffee and Evans, 1981).
A number of low-lying areas along the Atlantic and Gulf
Coasts have become so densely populated that even with
advance notice, many of their inhabitants could not be
evacuated in time to escape from hurricanes (Flattau,
1978) .

Senators Chaffee and Evans point out that 78 percent
of the national flood insurance claims for 1978 and 1979
were paid to coastal states at a rate three times the
amount collected in premiums:

Insurance policies in the so-called "velocity
zones," which are the most hazardous coastal
areas, cost the U.S. taxpayer about $279 per
policy, or $14 million annually. (Chaffee and
Evans, 1981)

The proposed legislation represents an effort to re-
duce federal outlays for the development of barrier is-
lands and for the subsidization of such development by
others in areas clearly vulnerable to natural disasters.

These are just two recent examples of civic leaders
trying to come to grips with public poliCy decisions
having a scientific or technological component. In the
case of the aerial spraying of California fruit groves,
the decision revolved around the degree of toxicity of
malathion and the wisdom of spraying the pesticide in a
well-populated area. The second example represented a
situation in which lawmakers have attempted to formulate
a federal economic policy based on our growing knowledge
of environmental phenomena, namely barrier islands, the
effects of urban growth on barrier islands, and the haz-
ards of hurricanes in developed areas.

Colleges and universities could do much more to pre-
pare their graduates for important civic roles--whether
as elected public officials or as citizens--involving
scientific or technological matters. William Wells sug-
gested to the Committee:

C4



It is not so much the details of any particular
science or any particular technology (that are
important in the political arena) as it is the
implications, the impact, the effects of these
areas on other facets ofour society. . . . Rad-
ical institutional changes have been under way- -
and are under way--with respect to the whole
structure of society as it has evolved in the
western world over the past 300 years. We need a
long view of wha these changes are going to mean
for the future of our society. (National Research
Council, 1981c)

David Smith commented from his vantage point at Indiana
University's Department of Religious Studies:

Life in a changing world means that people are
constantly having to learn to cope. Courses
dealing with the human, the value, the moral con-
sequences or implications of scientific change
should be introduced. That many people today feel
religion to be threatened by modern science stands
as a terrible indictment of our educational sys-
tem, which has irrationally excluded the study of
religion and ethics from its disciplined purview.
There are an increasing number of courses in bio-
medical ethics on college and university campuses;
these represent only the beginning of what can and
should be done. (National Research Council, 1981c)

The public cannot be expected to be knowledgeable
about every facet of the problems that arise from the
extension of science and technology into our culture to-
day. However, to the extent that people are not able to
involve themselves intelligently with the problems at
hand, the solutions will be considered behind closed
doors.

Decisions will be made there, and the rest of us
will be manipulated into agreement. We will be
flattered by being asked our opinion. We will be
presented with carefully selected fragments of
facts and arguments for our consideration. We
will be encouraged to debate, to come together in
block organizations, community meetings, town-
halls, and panels, but will be left unsupplied
with the facts and skills necessary for full self-
determination. (Schwab, 1978)
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c,y

Even though scientists don't always agree, colleges
and universities are obligated to enable non-specialists
to appreciate the principles and methods that undelie
scientific research and technological development, to
know how to seek reliable sources of information, and to
reconcile the diversity of opinion and fact in scien-
tific matters that impinge on the well-being of society.

In 1978 the American Association for the Advancement
of Science reported that there were nearly 120 programs

)*and more than 900 courses offered by 500 institutions of
higher education in thJ area of "ethics and values in
science and technology" (American Association for the
Advancement of Science, 1978). These courses treated
such areas as the control of science and technology;
science and technology's relation to the arts and human-
ities4 the stewardship of natural resources; industry,
business, and society; and technology assessment and
forecasting. These would certainly seem to represent an
opportunity for undergradi.ate non-specialists who have
been introduced to the basic sciences and to the scien-
tific method to learn to deal as effectively as possible
with the decisions that await them as citizens and pro-
fessionals.

College education has the potential and the responsi-
bility to contribute to the preparation of students for
civic roles in our scientific and technological society.

College faculties should be encouraged to explore ways
to awaken undergraduates to the social consequences of
scientific research and technological development, as we
will discuss in the next chapter.

vUt"
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SCIENCE FOR POETS: AN INADEQUATE APPROACH
TO PREPARING FUTURE PROFESSIONAL LEADERS
FOR A WORLD OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The challenge, as defined in the last chapter, is to
make the science curriculum an inviting and meaningful
experience for non-majors. The ultimate goal should be
to attract and hold potential leaders in college science
classes so they can be taught to analyze scientific
problems critically and prepare' themselves for a life-
time career of coming to grips professionally and civi-
cally with a world of computers, space exploration, and
the like. The question is: How well are the nation's
colleges and universities doing at meeting this chal-
lenge? The answer is: Not well enough.

Clear evidence of this shortcoming cane to light when
the Committee, as reported above, held a day-long hear-
ing on March 20, 1981, to solicit views from leading au-
thorities in various professions about the role of
undergraduate science eduC.ition in the preparation of
future leaders for their respective fields. Witness
after witness testified about the inadequacies of sci-
ence courses as presently offered to non-science majors.
Leaders in fields. ranging across the professional spec-
trum--from politics to law, to journalism, to business,
to public school teaching, to the clergy--all sounded an
alarm about the state of science preparation of non-
specialists. The following excerpts from the March 20
hearing represent the breadth and depth of the concern
expressed by some of the nation's leading professionals:

I *)elieve that nosE-leaders of business and indus-
tr/ are greatly concerned about the "technical il-
literacy" of many college graduates and of the
general public. In a recent talk, Edward G. Jef-
ferson, the newly elected chairman of DuPont,
related the following anecdote: "John Kemeny cap-

32
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tured the essence of the technical community's

.doubts about the body politic. He said that while
he was chairing the presidential commission inves-
tigating Three Mile Island, he had a nightmare. He
dre,imed that after minimal debate the House of
Representatives, by a vote of 215 to 197, had re-
pealed Newton's Law of Gravitation. Maybe the
ghost behind that dream was the state legislator- -
atypical to be_sure--who once urged that the value
of Pi be set at 3.0, so it would be easier to han-
dle in calculations."

Robert P. Stambaugh

Director, University Relations
Union Carbide Corporation

. . . general education science courses are more
frequently a rhetoric of conclusions than an ex-
citing experience that reveals the nature of sci-
ence. First-year courses are most frequently dues
one must pay, for faculty as well as students, to
get to the excitement of science. When one recalls
that the elementary education majors typically
take only these dreary first-year courses, it is
easy to conclude that they will learn little from
these courses of value to them as elementary
teachers. How well is the U.S. system preparing

elementary teachers in science for their roles as
elementary teachers? In my humble opinion, if we
planned carefully, we could make it worse.

Hans Andersen
School of Education

Indiana University

We are right in the middle of a major revolution'

of technology and very little attention is being
given to the implications of that technology, ei-
ther at the elementary level or at the university
system.

William G. Wells
Head, Public Sector Pcograms

American Association for the
Advancement of Science

(Formerly, Staff, U.S. House
of Representatives)

In my opinion, judges, lawyers, and legislators
need to know a great deal that seems to lie in the
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field of science and which most of them today do
not know. I think it is equally obvious that Lhe
educational system is not providing much teaching

of these matters to anybody but i few specialists
and most of these seem to go on to teach other
teachers.

Lee Loevinger, Attorney
Hogan and Hartson
Washington, D. C.

The present state of college science
education for non-specialists is the result
of an historical evolution that has
benefited the major but left the non-major
largely neglected.

Such testimonials are by no means isolated complaints
from dissident extremists. The Committee found similar
dissatisfaction among a wide variety of responsible and
intelligent observers--including students, educators,
and other professionals. The present disenchantment
stems from the historical evolution in education that
has seen the sciences develop curricular offerings that
are second to\,none in the world for dedicated students
of science but that leave much to be desired for non-
majors.

Several discernible trends run throgh the history of
science education in the United States. First, science
has been allotted a role in higher education from the
very inception of colleges in colonial America. The
strength of emphasis has varied, however, from institu-
ti,in to institution and from period to period, depending
upon the availability of qualified scholars and the ac-
cord reached between scientists and members of the fac-
ulty and trustees devoted to the humanities, particu-
larly religion. Second, the gradual democratization of
nigher education in this country opened up the study of
science to large, and larger populations but, at the
same time, eventually led to a watering down of the sci-
ence curriculum, for the general student at least.
Third, as the United States has fought to gain and re-

/
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tain world prowess during eras in which International
status depended increasingly on the mastery of science
and technology, colleges and aniversities have strength-
ened their research and teaching for science majors but
largely failed to serve non-majors.

As already noted, many prominent early Americans had
a good grasp of scientific knowledge, and pioneer col-
leges made an effort to include science in the curricu-
lum. By 1800 most colleges taught some mathematics and
natural philosophy, some taught chemistry, and a few
taught natural history (Rudolph, 1977).

The principal force responsible for the inclusion of
science in American colleges early in the nineteenth
century was the citizenry rather than the growing com-
munity of scientists (Ritterbush, 19801.21_,_Wherr the fac-
ulty at Amherst College, foe-exampig,-criticized its in-
structional-prograM-in 1820 for being inadequate, it was
on the basis of the fact that the curriculum failed to
meet "the wants and demands of an enlightened public"
(Guralnick, 1975). Indeed, historian Allan Nevins has
equated the "championship of science" in the curriculum
of land grant colleges in the mid-nineteenth century
with a "demand for greater democracy in education"
(Nevins, 1962).

As the corpus of human knowledge expanded, educa-
tional leaders such as Harvard's president Charles W.
Eliot concluded that it was only reasofiable to expect
students to master just a part of the curriculum. Stu-
dents were thus allowed to become "the architects of
their own educational development" (Ritterbush, 1980b).
The elective system rapidly came to dominate education
in the United States; and for a period of time, students
dould accumulate credits without gaining basic knowledge
in primary fields. Distributive requirements were in-
troduced as a means to ensure that students became

acquainted with the principal areas of human knowledge,
as was intended originally for higher education.

In the course of this evolution, the science curric-
ulum has simply failed to keep up with the demands to
educate the non-science major. As science historian
Philip Ritterbush notes: "Whereas most students had
studied one or two scientific subjects such as physics,
geology, or biology for an entire year of each in the
1890s, by 1920 most could satisfy a distributive re-
quirement by studying only the introductory portion of
one subject, without following their classmates up a
ladder of electives" (Ritterbush, 1980a). Sixty years

iJ ;
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. later, we can safely say the situation has changed lit-
tle in this regard.

Between 1920 and 1940, at least 30 colleges and uni-

versities adopted programs of "general education,"
nearly all of which included science. The general edu-
cation courses in science were intended to meet the re-,
sponsibility of the college to acquaint students with
the character and significance of science-in the modern
world, and their difference from introductory courses
was quite clear. Commenting on the introduction of such
a course at Haverford College, chemist William ,E. Cad-.
bury sounded a concern that was to be repeated periodi-
cally during the ensuing years and that the Committee
has heard many times during its deliberations. Cadbury
declared: "Many of us now feel that it is unreasonable
to expect a given course to serve simultaneously as gen-
eral education for some students and as the start of
specialized education for others" (McGrath, 1948).

Following World War 1I, the nation launched a signif-
icant effort to strengthen science and technology in
every way. Vannevar Bush set the stage at President
Franklin D. Roosevelt's request by outlining the form
such a national effort might take in the treatise Sci-
ence: The Endless Frontier (Bush, 1945). By 1950 the
National Science Foundation had been established and 1

designated the lead agency in our effort to continue' EU
make new inroads in_scientific research and technologi-
cal development and in science education at all levels
(Waterman, 1960).

Recognizing that scienr:e affects the life of every
contemporary individual, the President's Science Advi-
sory Committee in 1959 concluded that the nation's com-.
mitment to the improvement of science education had
largely overlooked the education of citizens. In par-
ticular, the Committee faulted scientists for failing to
provide the kind of teaching material that colleges need
for the general student. The President's Committee ob-
served:

Neither the standard course intended for the fu-
ture professional scientist nor the discursive and
frequently fragmentary "survey" course is appro-
priate. Courses are needed which help a student
think his way through and appreciate such great
concepts as the origin and evolution of the uni-
verse and life, the nature and behavior of energy
and matter and radiation, the structure of atoms
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and molecules, and the ways in which these and
other scientific concepts and laws are discovered,
evolved, and tested. (President's Science Advisory
Committee, 1959)

At a conference on science in general education at Har-
vard University earlier in that decade, biologist Paul
Sears observed that introductory subject matter courses
continued to function as a means of selecting out those
students who lacked the aptitude to follow the disci-

_ plinary sequence,\ resulting in an "intolerable neglect"
of future non-scientists. Sears reported to the
conferees:

I have had colleagues who admit that only 10 to 15
percent of their beginning students go aiiead.
When I say, "You mean the rest can go to the
Devil?" they say, "Yes, as far as we are con-
cerned." (Cohen and Watson, 1952)

Twelve years later physicist Gerald Holton used a
metaphor to illustrate the very same point:

The classroom usually resembles a training ground
at the foot of a large mountain that is to be con-
quered stage by stage by selected students in
later years. Here, next to the boy who has large,
high altitude lungs and who was born with climbing
boots on his feet, there sits by adninistrative
decree the eternal lowlander, the stolid farmer,
the congenital subway rider, the dreaming sailor,
and even the adventurous deep-sea diver. Silently
do these listen and move through the mass of tech-
nical instructions guaranteed to pay off in the
exhilarating climb to the top--in which, alas,
they will never take part. (Hoopes, 1963)

Today, just as in the 1960s situation which Gerald
Holton describes, most general students seldom experi-
ence the mountain top exhilaration of science. Accord-
ing to evidence the Committee has gathered, non-science
majors are still apt to become bogged down in acceler-
ated introductory courses for pre-meds or be treated to
some watered-down variation of "Science for Poets."

Of course, there are certainly significant excep-
tions. Some non-majors do have rewarding experiences.
Furthermore, many of the criticisms brought against sci-
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ence education, we suspect, apply equally to other dis-
ciplines. Our concern here is not with situations where
all is well, however, nor is it with the humanities, the
social sciences, or the arts. Our charge is to examine
college science education for the non-specialist. And
we think it is an important commission, for every
college graduate is going to have to live in a world
where it is difficult, if not impossible, to escape the
undesirable consequences of the misuse of science and
tecnn)logy.

r- carrying out its charge, the Committee discovered
that about 85 percent of the 5.5 million students en-
rolled in our nation's four-year colleges and univer-
sities in 1979 were required to study science beyond
what they may have had in high school. This chapter
focuses on what we have learned about how much science

these students take, what they choose to study, and how
well their encounter with science prepares them for
dealing with science and technology throughout their
professional lives. In the pages that follow, the Com-
mittee provides evidence (1) that institutional commit-
ment to the study of science has generally declined, (2)

that students are permitted to choose rather freely from
a smorgasbord of courses that do not necessarily give
them a sound understanding of the basics of science, and
(3) that college science education often suffers because
of inappropriate classroom materials and inadequate
teaching techniques.

Institutional requirements in undergraduate
science have declined in the past two
decades.

In order to understand the extent to which colleges and
universities consider the study of science an important
component of undergraduate education, the Committee
studied the college requirements and science electives
of a sample of 215 post-secondary institutions. The
methodology of our survey is described in Appendix A.

We found that the majority of undergraduate four-year
colleges and universities today require students to
devote only about 7 percent of their total undergraduate

I) ;
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course work to the study of the sciences (Table 1). In
an institution requiring 125 credit hours for gradua-
tion, for example, students will have to devote about 40
credit hour to fulfilling general education require-
ments, of which about 9 credit hours will be in the
sciences. This means that the requirement can be met by
taking one full-year course or two half-year courses--

TABLE 1 Proportion of Undergraduate Education in General
and in the Natural Sciences at Four-Year Institutions
(in percent)

Carnegie

Council
Study NRC Study
of Academic of Academic
Year 1967 Yea' 1980

General education
requirements (mean)

Natural science as a
proportion of general
education

Natural science as a
proportion of total

undergraduate requirements

43.1 33.3

21.0 20.7

9.1 6.9

Adapted from Blackburn et al., 1976. That report
also included an analysis of general education require-
ments in 1974. The authors found that general education
requirements represented 34 percent of the undergraduate
curriculum in 1974, with the natural sciences as a pro-
portion of general education at 18 percent, and the nat-
ural sciences as a proportion of total undergraduate
requirements at 7 percent.

Sources: Blackburn et. al. in Missions of the College
Curriculum, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, 1977; National Research Council, Survey of
College Science Curriculum, 1981.
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hardly enough to provide an introduction to the biolog-

ical and physical sciences and technology.

It is important to keep in ,mind that the figure of 7
percent represents a national average. Some institu-
tions require more than one full year of science study
by their undergraduates, while other institutions have
no general education--and therefore no science--require-
ments at all.

The vocationally oriented undergraduate may think
that 40 credit hour's is a lot of time to devote to dis-
tributive requirements. In actual fact, there has been a
substantial erosion of general education requirements
over the decades, which in turn has affected the amount
of time undergraduates are required to study-science.
As recently as 1967; students spent about 43 percent of
their total undergraduate coursework on general educa-
tion. Today, general education represents only one
third of the total, more than a 20 percent decline since
1967 alone (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, 1977).

As the frktion of the curriculum devoted to breadth
studies has declined, requirements for the study of the
natural sciences have also declined by 20 percent--from
an average of S, percent in 1967 to 7 percent in 1980.
This typically follows little more than two years of
science in high school and little math beyond high
school algebra. Fourteen years ago, the same student
would have graduated with at least 12 credit hours of
science following three or four years of science studies
in high school. Despite the continued accelerated ad-
vances in scientific research and technological develop-
ment, non-specialists are actually completing college
today with less experience in science than graduates 15
or 20 years ago had. The needs and the trends are
clear, and they do not match. It makes no sense for
colleges and universities to be requiring less science
education at a time when there is an astounding explo-
sion of scientific knowledge and in an age when all of
us are touched for better or worse by scientific devel-
opments that are often baffling to the uninformed.
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TABLE 2 Expansion in the Number of Courses Available to
the Non-Specialist in a Physics Department of a Major
Research University in 1960, 1970, and 1980

1960 1970 1980

1. Elements of Physics, 1. Elements of Physics,
Mechanics, Heat, Mechanics, Heat,
and Sound and Sound

1. Fundamentals of
Physics I

2. Elements of Physics, 2. Elements of Physics, 2. Fundamentals of

Magnetism, Elec- Magnetism, Elec- Physics II

tricity, and Optics tricity, and Optics

3. Introduction-- 3. Contemporary

to Physics Physics

4. General Physics 4. Physics of Music
for Science Teachers

5. Light Perception,

Photography, and

Visual Pnenomenon

6. Light Perception,
Photography, and
Visual Phenomenon
(laboratory)

7. Physics in the
Modern World

8. Energy and the
Environment

9. Topics in

Contemporary
Pnysics

10. Basic Concepts
in Physics I

11. Basic Concepts
In Physics II

Total Number of Undergraduate Courses

36 45 60

Source: National Researcn Council, Survey of College Science

Curriculum, 1981.
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As general distributive requirements have
declined, the variety of science courses
across a wide spectrum of special topics
courses has increased.

Following our study of broad field requirements, the
Committee examined the specific types of science coursesavailable to the undergraduate

non-specialist today.
Data were derived from our study of 215 post-secondary
institutions and categorized according to course offer-
ings in five fields: biology,

chemistry, physics, mathe-
matics, and computer sciences. We were interested in
estimating the proportion of courses tailored-wholly orin part to the needs of undergraduate non-specialists.
The Committee distinguished between those courses that
represent an introductory

encounter with scientific sub-
ject matter ("traditional subject matter courses") and
those that offer more advanced treatment of special
topics ("special topics courses"). Examples of each aregiven in Appendix B.

Our findings are as follows: While the total number
`of general distributive science course requirements has
declined, the variety of courses for non-majors to
choose from in fulfilling

tnose requirements or in,s6=
lecting electives nas proliferated greatly. Oneneed
only survey the college catalogs of the past'20 years to
discern the trend. For example, at one,Major research
university in the mid-Atlantic region, the department of
physics increased its total course offerings from 36 in
1960 to 60 in 1980 (Table 2). During the same time
span, courses in that department open to non-specialists
jumped from only two to a total of 11 in 1980. These
courses were available to majors and non-majors alike in
1960 but were largely intended for non-specialists as a
special audience in 1980. This growth pattern is con-
sistent with the results of an investigation by the
Chronicle of Higher Education, which found that the num-ber of courses offered by colleges and universities in-
creased by 15 percent between 1979 and 1980 alone
(Magarrell,-1981).

Data from our survey reveal
teat relatively little of

'the teaching effort of science departments is dedicated
primarily to non-specialists, however. If introductory
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Traditional subject matter courses for non-science
majors such as business or education (specific) and
courses that do not target any particular non-specialist
group (general) .

ESpecial subject matter courses for non-science majors
that attempt to teach science within an integrated or
interdisciplinary framework using thematic, historical,
social, or popular approaches. Many have removed all
mathematics requirements.

Source: National Research Council, Survey of College
Science Curriculum, 1981.

FIGURE 1 Proportion of undergraduate science courses for
non-specialists by field and by type of course



TABLE 3 Proportion of Institutions Offering at Least One Course for Non-Specialists byField, Course Content, Institutional Type and Control

Field (percentage of institutions)
Number of
Institutions

(N) Physics Chemistry Biology Mathematics Computing

Traditional Subject
Matter Courses

4. Courses for non-science
4.

majors
,

Research university 47 81 26 45 79 32
Doctoral university 32 69 31 53 78 38Comprehensive uni-

versity/college 110 56 43 56 86 31Liberal arts
college 26 35 23 19 62 0

TOTAL 215 61 35 48 80 31

PJblic university/

college 126 71 37 57 89 29Private university/
college 89 46 30 36 67 35HPBCP 16 31 31 44 69 44



Special Subject.
Matter Courses

Courses for non-science
majors

Research university 47 75 40 68 40 26
Doctoral university 32 69 47 75 31 25
Comprehensive uni-
versity/college 110 59 38 57 45 28

Liberal arts
, college 26 39 23 39 27 0

TOTAL '15 ,.61 37 60 36 20

4.
Public university/

Ln college 126 75 40 67 44 32
Private university/

college 89 43 34 51 34 10
HPBC-b 16 50 6 19 25 33

Computer science departments or divisions have not been established in all post-
secondary institutions. Of those surveyed, 39 research universities, 24 doctoral
universities, 83 comprehensive universities/colleges, 7 liberal arts colleges, and 9
historically or predominantly black institutions made such distinctions.

-Historically or predominantly black colleges.

Source: National Research Council, Survey of College Science Curriculum, 1981.
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subject matter courses taught to science and non - science
majors alike are excluded, the average proportion of un-
dergraduate courses being offered for non-specialists
has this breakdown by discipline: chemistry and biology,
5 percent; computer science, 4 percent; mathematics, 9
percent; and physics, 11 percent.

Most of the teaching effort of science faculty mem-
bers for non-specialists focuses on special topics
courses (Figure 1)--many of which were designed as a
response to the outcries of the 1960s and early 1970s
for relevancy in higher education.' These courses ad-
dress such topics as ecology and human society, the
physics of sound, and environmental chemistry. More
than half the courses for non-specialists in physics,
chemistry, and biology a$sessed in our survey were of
this genre. (An exception to the pattern is evident in
computer science and mathematics, where the primary em-
phasis is on offering general introductory courses for
special audiences such as business majors or education ,

majors.)

While advances have been made ty the science com-
munity in the development of courses for undergraduate
non-specialists, the effort has not been uniform when
analyzed by type of institution (Table 3). Physics de-
partments in research universities and in public post-
secondary institutions are more likely to offer separate
introductory subject matter courses for non-scientists
than are physics departments in liberal arts colleges,
for example. This same difference is evident in the
fields of biology, mathematics, and computer sciences.
The Committee also notes that, with the exception, of
mathematics, fewer than half the historically or predom-
inantly black colleges have developed separate introduc-
tory subject matter courses for non-specialists in the
science fields surveyed (Table 3).

While 'our data suggest that greater emphasis has been
given to special topics courses for non-specialists than
tp the development of introductory courses, the effort
again has not been uniform across colleges and univer-
sities. Research universities and public institutions
are more likely to offer special topics courses in every
category of science studied (Table 3).

Another finding from our study is that courses for
undergraduate non-specialists in the computer sciences
are almost nonexistent at liberal arts colleges. It is
Viinclear from our survey, however, whether the absence of
such courses at Liberal arts colleges reflects fewer re,

J
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sources to provide such courses. Further study of this
finding is obviously needed.

In summary then, undergraduate non-specialists en-
rolled in research universities seem to enjoy a greater
degree of choice when selecting courses to fulfill their
undergraduate science requirements. Non-science stu-
dents in liberal arts colleges, in contrast, generally
have a narrower range .of courses to choose from, al-
though the factors contributing to this difference are
not known and would need to be analyzed before firm con-
clusions could be drawn about the finding.

The findings from a recent study of our nation's two-
year colleges have yielded results parallel in many ways
to the outcome of our own investigation. A series of
monographs issued under the direction of Arthur M.
Cohen, University of California, Los Angeles, reported
little evidence of science courses appropriate for non-
majors in two-year colleges today (Beckwith, 1980; Ed-
wards, 1980). Mooney, for example, commenting on the
availability of special courses for non-concentrators in
physics, noted that the study did not support the obser-
vation of some educators that two-year institutions are
providing leadership in the development of special
courses for non-majors (Mooney. 1980al. These colleges
contribute to the education of future civic leaders, and
we believe that greater effort should be made in such
institutions to ensure that appropriate education in
science is made available to non-specialists.

It is one thing to know how many courses are made
available to undergraduate non-specialists in the sci-
ences. It is another to know what courses students
actually elect to take. The Committee did not have the
resources to examine the course-taking behavior of un-
dergraduate non-specialists in detail. Instead, we con-
ducted a limited set of interviews with about 20 science
faculty members in a sample drawn at random from the set
of 215 institutions surveyed. They were asked about the
enrollment, format, and content of their courses. This
information supplemented our perceptions of the biLua-
tion based ,,r1 the professional experienc of Committee
members and opinions expressed at our various hearings.

Our findings suggest that interest in the many spe-
cial topics courses for undergraduate non-specialists
available today has probably peaked. Enrollments in
topics courses in physics--such as " Physics for Poets,"
"The Physics of Acoustics and Music," and "Physics and
Society " - -hover at an average total enrollment per

t"i,1
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semester of 10 to 20 students, according to the instruc-
'tors surveyed. Furthermore, enrollments seem to be
shafting according to changing student attitudes 1/4,r1 what
actually is relevant. One science educator we spoke
with, tor example, who has received significant amounts
of federal support for course development over the
years; sld the Committee that "The Physics of Music" is
no longer. of interest to undergraduates, but the more
current topic "The Pnysics of the Environment" is.
Textbook publishers confirm this observation.

Our findings also indicate that there is a growing
body of critics, both professional and non-professional,
who think that colleges and universities may have re-
acted too hastily in meeting ephemeral student pressures
to create topics courses. These critics charge that in
some--perhaps many--cases, student demands for relevancy
may have resulted in topics courses that are vacuous or
artificial or both.

Whatever the particular merits of such criticisms may
De, certain general trends and conclusions about the
proliferation of course offerings do seem in order.
First, the proliferation of courses has taken place in a
rather haphazard manner without any long-range or coor-
dinated planning as to how such offerings fit into an
overall plan of liberal education. The result is that
students are treated to a smorgasbord of course offer-
ings that many times stress relevancy over mastery of
basic scientific principles. Topics courses, when
taught at their best, provide a basic grounding in the
fundamentals of some scientific discipline so that stu-
dents are prepared to argue opinions that are based upon
facti. Second, the wide array of courses can often
prove puzzling and confusing to students because they
lack the necessary counseling to line them up with the
proper courses in light of their particular preparation
and educational needs. The unfortunate result is that
some students are able to hopscotch through their so-
called scientific education without any apparent direc-
tion or coherence to their learning. None of these cir-
cumstances do much eitner to prepare future leaders with
a critical facility to.attack scientific questions or to
give them the knowledge and experience they need to han-
dle the technological demands of their professions.
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Basic introductory science courses often-
times fail to reach their full potential

because of ill-prepared students and
inadequate teaching.

Other than special topics courses, the main and cer-
tainly predominant route for non-specialists to gain
scientific knowledge is through general beginning
courses, such as "Introduction to Biology" or "Organic
Chemistry" or "Basic Pnysics." Yet such courses offer
no panacea. Say the phrase "introductory course in sci-
ence" to most students or former students and, according
to our finding, they are likely to respond: "huge
classes," "weed-out course," "sleep," "dull," "oaring,"
or "useless." The effect on the non-science group--the
captive audience- is especially unfortunate. One stu-
dent, majoring in economics, put it this way:

I had a bad experience in chemistry. It was the
worst course I ever had. The course emphasized
memorization over learning the theory of chemis-
try. . . . Part of it had to do with the class
being so large. . . . I guess there were 1,000
students. The computer was used to grade tests and
check lab results. It was all very impersonal, but
I guess the large number of students forces them
to use that system. (National Research Council,
1981a)

Part of the difficulty lies with the s.udents. They
'enter such courses ill-prepared_to understand the con-
cepts being treated or to undertake the stidy of science
at the collegiate level.

At one time, the science education provided by our
colleges and universities was better integrated with the
science taught in our high schools. Therefore, students
were more likely to emerge from college having had suf-
ficient exposure to science at either or both levels of
education (Rudolph, 1977; National Researcn Council,
1980). As colleges relaxed their entrance criteria and
high schools modified their requirements for graduation,
less emphasis was placed on preparation in science for
those not majoring in science-related areas. The result

,..
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of the disengagement of this "vertical integration" is
twofold. In the first instance, students are more
likely to experience feelings of inadequacy when con-
fronting science in college if their high school science
preparation has not been appropriate for further educa-
tion. In the second instance, college science faculty
find it more difficult to strike a proper balance be-
tween the science being presented and the ability of the
students to handle the information.

In a hearing convened by he Committee in December
1980 to discuss undergraduate science instruction for
non-specialists, Arnold Arons, professor of physics at
the University of Washington, described the mismatch
that frequently occurs now between the "curricular
materials and the minds of the students that are sup-
posed toreceive the materials." He explained:

The fact that emerges is that in our science
courses at colleges and universities, we take
material that requires abstract logical reasoning
of various kinds, and--without any attention paid
to the students--we throw the material at them as
though ,they were completely ready for it. . . .

-Much of what we are doing at the college and uni-
versity level drives our students into blind mem-
orization instead of into comprehension and under-
standing. . . . If we want to reach the non-
specialists, it seems to me that we have got to
give them time to make mistakes, to retrace their
steps, without being punished for being "wrong."
(National Research Council, 1981b)

Clearly, the readiness of the student to receive scien-
tific information and to use scientific concepts should
be a critical element in designing introductory science
courses for specialists and non-specialists alike. The
evidence is that this fact is too seldom recognized.

Secondary schools should not bear the full ind:ctment
for the ailments of introductory college science
courses, however. The successful classroom is as much,
or more, dependent upon good teaching as it JS on ready
and willing students. All too often, according to both
professors and students who appeared before the Com-
mittee, those enrolled in introductory college science
courses do not experience teaching at its best. Some-
times professors rush through lectures in order to get
back to the more exciting atmosphere of their research
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laboratories. Oftentimes the discussion sections and
laboratory are simply turned over to graduate teaching
assistants.

In an attempt to improve the situation, faculty in';
the sciences have taken an interest over the years in
developing introductory subject matter courses with con-
ventional content but adapted to the needs of the non-
scientist. The results of these efforts appear mixed.
Of the faculty we interviewed, those who have developed
this type of course in the oiological sciences seem to
be enjoying the most success, at least when measured by
size of enrollment. TraditionaljSubject matter courses
for non-scientists in physics and in chemistry will
usually have fewer students enrolled, on average, than
comparable biology courses for non-specialists. In our
analysis, the biology enrollments out-numbered those in
physics and chemistry 10 students to 1.

Interpretation of the apparent success by biology
instructors in developing courses of interest to non-
specialists is confounded by a general factor of student
preference for biology. We believe that non-specialists
are more likely to elect a biology course in college
because they are familiar with the subject matter from
high school, because the courses require little famil-
iarity with mathematics, and because the students per-
ceive the topic to be relevant to their personal health
interests. to liberal arts students told us
that students,like biology because they can use the in-
formation in their own lives.

We do not mean to suggest that there are not a number
of educators in the non-biological sciences who have
been successful in developing valuable and popular
courses for undergraduate non-specialists. There are.
Our impression is, however, that in a system which
allows students to choose among the natural sciences in
fulfilling the undergraduate distributive requirements,

undergraduate non-specialists will be more inclined to
select biology--and possibly the earth sciences--rather
than physics, chemistry, or other more quantitatively-
oriented college science fields. For whatever reasons,
undergraduate non-specialists have generally narrowed
the range of science option to those fields within
which they feel they can comfortably operate. We
believe this is an unfortunate turn of events because
"breadth in science" can be every bit as important as
"breadth in general' education" in an age when advances
continue to be made in every field of scientific
research.
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Despite these worthy efforts to design introductory
classes especially for non-specialists, serious teaching
problems still remain. Our survey findings suggest that
teaching aids--such as lecture demonstrations and films
--and science laboratory experiences are declining in
use. As one physics professor put it, they had to
eliminate labs for non-science majors because the costs
of operating them were too high given their department
budget. This economizing may be necessary, but it is
regrettable.

For many non-specialists, the concepts,, principles,
or vocabulary of a science are in danger of remaining
meaningless in an introductory course unless some pro-
vision is made to provide students with a firsthand ex-
perience with phenomena. We believe this "hands-on"
experience is crucial to the understanding of the sci-
ence. The use of many demonstrations, models, and sim-
ple laboratory experiments adds reality to the pursuit
of scientific knowledge. The excitement of scientific
discovery can be transmitted all the more effectively
and meaningfully if the student has the opportunity to
experience the subject of study through his or her own
senses and with instruments that are extensions of those
senses.

In the final analysis, good teachers--and good
teachers alone--are the key to solving not only these
classroom difficulties but all of the shortcomings de-
lineated in this chapter. Bright, knowledgeable, and
inspired teachers who are truly dedicated will somenow
find ways to overcome the institutional and curricular
barriers to preparing non-specialists for leadersnip
roles in an era of scientific and technological advance-
ment.
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ELIMINATING BARRIERS TO AN

APPROPRIATE UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE IN SCIENCE

The key to eliminating the barriers that prevent col-
leges and universities from reaching their full poten-
tial in teaching non-specialists science is human inge-
nuity and dedication. To put it succinctly, we must
attract highly motivated and talented teachers to meet
the challenge of educating non-majors about science and
then provide those teachers the means of fulfilling
their calling.

This requires that a number of conditions be met.
' First, there must be an appealing incentive for taking
on and achieving the task. Second,-these quality teach-
ers must be guaranteed adequate time with students to
fulfill their curricular goals. Third, there must be an
adequate vehicle in the form of courses for executing
the teaching mission. Fourth, the faculty should be
provided a forum for brain-storming curricular ideas

with science colleagues as well as with leaders in the
professions. Fifth, those professors taking on the task
must have appropriate teaching tools, such as audio-
visual aids and laboratory material. Sixth, there needs
to be a national support system to help provide leader-

ship and disseminate model course materials and innova-
tive ideas about teaching non-majors.

Some of the changes required to meet these provisions
are attitudinal. Others require commitments of re-
sources: free time and in some cases funding. The fi-
nancial requirements are not necessarily great, however.
In many cases, the end goals can be accomplished by
redirecting existing fiscal resources. In other in-
stances, channels and operations already in existence
can be tapped. We turn now to specific recommendations
for achieving the end results.

53
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RECOMMENDATION 1

The Committee urges colleges and universities to find
new and additional ways to identify and reward high-
quality teaching of scrence courses for non-special-
ists. Prizes, sabbaticals, and increased consideration
of teaching contributions when tenure and salary deci-
sions are being made should all be a part of a planned
incentive o ram b hi her education, working in con-
cert with governmental bodies and the private sector.

On the eve of his departure from the White House in
1961, Dwight D. Eisenhower accurately forewarned that
changes lay ahead in the nature of univ"e'rsities and pre-
dicted that university scientists would become more con-
cerned about how to compete successfully for support of
increasingly specialized research:

Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his
workshop, has been overshadowed by task forces of
scientists in laboratories and testing fields. In
the same fashio., the free university, histori-
cally the fountainhead of free ideas and scien-
tific discovery, has experienced a revolution in
the conduct of research. Partly because of the
huge costs involved, a government contract becomes
virtually a substitute for intellectual curiosity.
For every old blackboard there are now hundreds of
nets electronic computers.

The prospett of domination of the nation's schol-
ars by federal employment, project allocations,

the power of money is ever present--and is
gravely to be regarded. (Eisenhower, 1961)

Scientists employed in the academic setting indeed
have been forced by the tide of events to become more
spc Jlized and preoccupied with the competition for
research dollars. As a result, they spend more time on
research and less on teacningl. Several studies nave
shown that science faculty devote slightly more than one
fourth of their total work time on average to teaching,
altnough this figure varies from field to field and from
institution to institution (National Research Council,
1980) .

Part of the explanation for this trend, no doubt,
stems from the fact that teaching is generally not
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highly estee ed by the public. /Public opinion polls
show that, a ong the white-col ar professions, medicine
and law rank

t
highest in public esteem, followed by sev-

eral other p ofessions. Teaching falls at the bottom of
the list (Is acson, 1971). One upshot of all this is
that many colt ege science f culty see themselves as re-
search scient sts first an as classroom teachers seC-
ond. Teachingiall too of en is regarded as a duty of
employment, although many/outstanding investigators are
also known to be outstanding teachers.

The Committee recognizes the important part played by
science faculty in our national research effort. We
believe, however, that emphasis should also be given to
elevating the role of teaching in research-oriented de-
partments. The rewards system within this setting, and
to some extent throughout the science profession and
society at large, does not do enough at the present time
to enhance the status of science teaching of nOn-spe-
cialists in post-secondary institutions. Promotions
within the science departments and decisions regarding
tenure, particularly within research universities, need
to be based more strongly on good teaching as yell as
good research. Equally important, society-- through gov-
ernmental bodies and the private sector- -needs to help

build a better reward system for teaching.
Quality teaching can also be encouraged through fi-

nancial incentives introduced by the states to stimulate
innovations at public institutions. California, for
example, has introduced a program that permits the Uni-
versity of California system to award grants of about
$5,000 to faculty members to improve the curriculum.
These funds allow faculty to develop new materials for
the classroom, hire teaching assistants, or acquire
slides for teaching aids.

Scientific societies are in an especially favorable
position to play a vital role in raising the status of
the faculty Instructor within the ranks of the profes-
sion. Awards for excellence in college science teaching
for non-specialists cost little to the professional so-
ciety and are veey effective. Inviting innovators in
college science education to address society members at
annual or regional meetings, especially when portions of
the program are set aside for teaching symposia, is also
effective and allows more visibility for those engaged
in advancing undergraduate science education. Some of
the larger scientific disciplines already have effective
societies, associations, or other units dedicated to the
improvement of teaching. More need to follow suit.
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Business and industry should do mach more to encour-
age good teaching than they do now. By making funds
available to colleges and universities, businesses could
help establish named awards for excellence in the teach-
ing of science to undergraduate non-specialists. These
awards could involve cash prizes or grants to encourage
further innovations in teaching.

Internship awards also could bt designed to bring
teaching faculty into the business or industrial setting
for brief periods of time to help teachers become more
familiar with the professional areas served by their
undergraduate science courses: For example, a biol-
ogist who has been recognized for his contribution in
teaching a course to undergraduate non-specialists on
the ethical implications of genetic engineering might,
spend two or three weeks in an industrial research lab-
oratory. Thus he could become familiar with, research
advances, state-of-the-art considerations, legal ques-
tions, and--through fOrmal or informal discussions with
industry-based peers--new aspects of the ethical ques-
tions posed by this type of scientific advance.

Help from the federal government is needed in pro-
viding such incentives. With the assistance of the
National Science Foundation, instructors should be rec-
ognized through White House awards, perhaps called the
President's College Science Teaching Awards. The pres-
tige brought by this type of national acclaim- -the de-
tails of which are provided in the next chapter--would
elevate good teaching in the public's perception while
strengthening the perceived value of college teaching
within the science community.

Clearly, then, there are ways--some of them quite
inexpensive--to increase the rewards for good college
teaching and consequently ta raise the esteem of aca-
demic instruction of non-specialists with the institu-
tion, in the field, and among the public.

RECOMMENDATION 2

Ir light of declining science requirements over the past
two decades, the Committee encourages colleges and uni-
versities that have lowered their science demands for
graduation to reverse direction and raise their require-
ments. We believe that a total of no less than two one-
year courses selected from the biological and physical
sciences and mathematics should be required of non-spe-:
cialists for the baccalaureate degree.
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No matter how dedicated and qualified teacners are,
they cannot prepare non-specialists in the sciences un-
less they have adequate time to impart knowledge. The

135-contact-hour national average devoted to science
brought to light by our survey is simply not enough. We
are concerned that the requirements iNn some, but
certainly not all, colleges and universities are sub-
minimal. The 9-credit-hours average required in Insti-
tutOns is only enough to turn out students who are
barely functionally literate in science and tecnnology.

We believe colleges and universities are obligated to
help each student acquire some measure of Knowledge of
each of the main fields of human inquiry, including the
study of science. Our concern is that science be ac-
corded once again a full and appropriate role in the
undergraduate curriculum. Tnas .oncern transcends the
traditional view that liberal learning contributes to
the refinement of the individual (Eliot, 1915; Snedden,
1931; Rudolph, 1977). While tne cultivation of the in-
dividual certainly represents an important and laudable
goal of college education, we believe the study of the
sciences by undergraduate non-specialists is important
because it bears directly on the capacity of those indi-
vid,uals to operate' effectively in an increasingly scien-
tific and technological society. Lawyers, journalists,
business people, and the clergy alike often look to a
liberal arts education to provide them with the broad
knowledge base that they will need to fulfill tneir
ultimate responsibilities as citizens and leaders in
their professions (National Research Council, 1981c).
This is the breadth in learning that a carefully planned,
well-executed program of liberal arts education can pro-

,

vide.

Christine Harris of the Consortium for Minority Jour-
nalism, for example, in anticipation of her testimony
before the Committee on March 20, 1981, interviewed a
number of black journalism educators about how much a
what t, )e of science education journalism students
need. She noted that all the persons she interviewe
agreed that "tnere are just too many science-relate
issues journalists must cover today" for science t be

neglected at the undergraduate level, and that th= e was
"general agreement that the best education a jour alist

can have is a solid and broad liberal arts education
that includes science and matn" (National Resear-n Coun-
cil, 1981c). Malcolm Mallette, director of devirlopment
for the American Press Institute, pusned the pqint even

"I/ I



furtilar. He emphasized the role of liberal arts educa-
tion in preparing newspaper reporter§ to become "good
generalists." He put it this way:

Any journalist needs a grounding in history, po-
litical science, economics and sociology, among
other subjects. That is why journalism courses
are limited to 25 per_ent of the undergraduate
curriculum. But with all thos ;needs, I would
still hope that all journalism students would take
undergraduate courses in math, chemistry, and
physics. They will then be better prepared as
generalists and in a position to take specialty
training in science if they wish something addi- /

tional after the bacbelor's degree. (National Re-
search Council, 1981d)

Similar comments regarding the importance of liberal
arts learning and tne role of science education in that
context were provided by representatives from the fields
of law, business, and religion among others. Harold
Green, for example, told tne Committee that as a grad-
uate of the University of Chicago during the Robert May
nard Hutchins era, he believes that:

. . . a college education should provide every
student--whatever the discipline, profession, or
vocation to which he or she is bound--with a
broad, general education that consists of at least
a general survey course in the biological sciences
and the physical sciences, and of course, in the
social sciences and humanities as well. (National
Research Council, 1981c)

Jerrier A. Haddad, vice president for technical per-
sonnel for the IBM Corporation, told the Committee that
college could play an important role in providing indi-
viduals who will work in management positions one day a
knowledge of scientists and of engineers "with respect
to their goals, their ambitions, their rewards, their
frustrations, their methods, their practices, their
lines of reasoning." Haddad observed that the under-
graduate system of education as it is presently designed
does not attack "this set of elements" in his view (Na-
tional Research Council, 1981c).

College educators in tnis nation need to think
through their science offerings for non-science majors
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in light of the demands of contemporary society and the
professions. Campus by campus, educators need to come
forth with a curricular plan that ensures that non-spe-
cialists will leave college with an understanding and a

command of science necessary to survive and-prosper in
the modern world. We believe that requires a minimum of
two years of science study. Wherever possible, the fed-
eral government should assume a facilitating role in
this process by providing data, coordinating planning,
and communicating results without infringing on the tra-
ditional rights of higher education to control its own
destiny.

RECOMMENDATION 3

The Committee recommends that college science faculty
restructure introductory subject matter courses and re-
design special topics courses to meet the Changing edu-
cational needs of undergraduate non-specialists. We be-
lieve the federal government, 'together with the private
sector, should make financial resources and awards
available to realize this goal.

In the preceding chapter the Committee reported that
courses for non-specialists have proliferated but that
the content of many fails to meet the needs of non-spe-
cialists. Having made this finding midway in its study,
the Committee considered whether it should describe in
some detail what this content should be. What were the
basic principles that surely must be included? What
were the interest-exciting applications that might be
made? How long should such courses be, how should the
timd be distributed over the various topids, and when
should they appear in the undergraduate curriculum? The
matt0 was debated at some length, but iri the end most
members of the Committee were disinclined to engage in
such/ a venture. One reason was the lack of time and re-
so4ces to do this well. Among other considerations was
the fact that major fields of science were represented
by at most a single member of the Committee. A more im-
portant conclusion was that, even if resources and per-
sonnel were available, it would still not be an appro-
priate task for this Committee.

Detailed course-content design and curriculum devel-
opment, we believe, are the responsibility of science
faculty metiers working on their own camp see, in inst
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tutional groups, or through their professional associa-
tions. The problem we are addressing needs to be
brought to their attention, and they need to be given
the encouragement and, the resources to solve it. But
they must do the job. They are the ones who know their
fields, their students, and their institutions.

The Committee decided rather to try to describe sc e
general strategies for making progress and to suggest
the conditions that would make these strategies success-ful. What follows in this section of our report is of
that nature and not a detailed treatment of specific
course content.

We believe that special topics courses have an impor-
tant role to play for students who already have a solid
grounding in science. We suspect, however, that many of
the special topics courses being offered have simply
outlived their utility and relevance. The many new di-
rections science and technology have taken us in the
past decade alone, and the further new directions on the
horizon, suggest that special topics courses need to be
revamped.

Furthermore, better counselingis needed to help stu-
dents find their way into the right topics course in
light of their science background and needs. We
stropgly urge science departments to reach out and,wOrk
closely with the professional

disciplines especially in
helping build a network of academic counselors who are
interested enough and informed enough to guide non-spe-
cialist students in this type of coordinated counseling.

We believe special topics courses would benefit from
stronger interdisciplinary ties of still another sort.
Science faculty also need to orient themselves more di-
rectly to the concerns of the non-science community in
designing the courses. Cooperation with other disci.--
plines in all likelihood would result in the development
of special topics courses that better permit students to
consider how a science field interfaces with the profes-
sional considerations of a non-science field.

There also should be adequate opportunities for in-
terested non-science faculty actually to help teach top-
ics courses. Several offerings have been developed in
recent yeArs by interdisciplinary teams. These ventures
have encouraged students from many different disciplines
to consider such issues as the implications of biotech-
nology for health care; a literary perspective on scien-
tific ethics; a social history of the impact of machines
on American institutions; and the ethical, social, and
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legal control of broadcast technology (American Associa-
tion for tl:e Advancement of Science, 1978; National Re-

csearch Council, 1981). A side benefit from such cooper-
ative efforts, no doubt, would be exactly the kind of
,knowledge exchange necessary to establish the type of
counseling 'called for above.

We also urge college science faculty to place greater
emphasis in the near term on the development of intro-,,

ductory- science courses that better meet the needs and
abilities of Jndergraduate non-specialists today. We
suggest, for example, that science faculty recognize the
important role they can play' in designing courses that
help alleviate those fears about science that playue
students.

There is some evidence that undergraduate science
faculty help) overcome science anxiety by developing
courses that stress the basics of science but are de-
signed for specific fields--science for the business
major, science for religion majors, science for the
journalism major. While there certainly seems to be a
role for basic science courses designed to meet the sci-
ence education needs of the various professions, the con-
tinued development of such courses should be approached
with some caution. Too much emphasis by the science
community on this type of course might ree,trict the
breadth of the educational experience. We believe that
the scientific knowledge that future non-science profes-
sionals require can be provided in a general purpose
science course, especially if care is taken to provide
for appropriate applications.

College science faculty, together with their local
administrators, will have to determine what their re-
sources will permit in improving introductory science
for non-specialists. ,Smaller science departments that
cannot educate non-specialists sepaIately can review and
seek modifications to serve both the science major and
the non-specialist. It may be possible to provide
greater opportunities for non-specialists to explore
science at &level they can handle through question-and-
answer sessions in the lecture, or through specially de-
signed discussion sections. C scussion sections, for
example, might focus on the fieid of business, or educa-
tion, or journalism.

We have noted with alarm the trend to eliminate labo-
ratory experience from'basic courses for non-majors.
There is no reason to equate "hands-on" experience with
costly laboratory equipment and increasingly hard-to-

IP
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find materials. There are marri ways to provide under-
graduate non-spe.:Ialists with firsthand experience with
phenomena without excessive coSt to the student or to
the department. Several faculty we Interviewed have
adapted reailly available kits sold at hoCty shops--such
as those that employ pieces not unlike tinkertovs--to
build such things as models of complex molecules. Other
faculty have figured out how to use pieces of kitchen
equipment and other handy devices to demonstrate pfys-
iJal principles. we are aware of courses where the in-
structors use field trips to the local surroundings in
Titan to study the f1Jra and fauna, aligning the content
of the fall and spring Llasses to the corresponding veg-
etative and lite cycles. Perhaps nothing stands out
more persuasively as an example of &simple, low-cost
demonstration than the piece of pliable cardboard used
by Professor Carl Sagan in his television series Cosmos
to illustrate'how ancient Greeks deduced the curved
shape of the earth ana its circumference, using differ-
ences in the length of shadows at different points along
the surface of the globe.

tie believe it is possiole to extend the opportunities
for firsthand experience with phenomena in a low-cost
fashion oecause we. have seen how successfully it can be
done.

In our coversations with faculty, we learned that
some science educators are interested not only in pro-
viding ron-specialists with stimulating experiences with
scientific phenomena, out also in providing them with
experiences that are relevant to their professional In-
terests. Faculty may wish to give special consideration
to the development of upper-level college courses in
science and technology for non-science students who have
made a commitment to a career. Such courses would be
similar to those provided for future elementary school
teachers (see Chapter 2). Sucn courses would allow un-
der3raduate non-specialists who have demonstrated some
mastery of the basic sciences to explore ways in which
science and technology serve as tools in their profes-
sion, or to sharpen their understanding of specific
areas of science that they may one day have to communi-
cate to others. For example, individuals who will work
one day as law enforcement officers, as lawyers, or as
medical writers may be interested in studying the.foren-
sic sciences, including what has come to be called
forensic chemistry.

According to several faculty members we interviewed,

c.
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there is a real dearth, of laboratory guides, demonstra-
tions, or other visual aids that would help college sci-
ence teachers devise experiences with phenomena that
relate the sciences to non-science professions. Most
faculty apparently fall back on their own intuitive re-
sources and creativity to extend discussion or to for-
mulate demonstrations that are meaningfu.. to the student
who will work one day as a non-science professional.
This represents an area in which innovators in science
education should be encouraged through external support
to develop new materials for use by science faculty.

A cautionary note is in order. We do not want to
pretend that the process of getting innovative ideas
into production and the products into classroom use is
clearly understood, easily implemented, or always in
need of stimulation. Many individuals throughout aca-
demia turn out excellent educational materials year
after year. These are subjected to the market test by
colleagues and commercial procedures.

We believe that the production of new courses by
large-scale projectF in the style of the 1960s and early
1970s should be approached with care. Not all of those
early efforts were successful. There may be a need for
major course-content projects when the edubational ap-
proach in an entire discipline needs a complete re-
thinking, when the needs of special areas are not being
well served, or when quality of educational materials
has been slipping.

The need for much individual experimentation with new
educational approaches seems clear. As we noted in
Chapter 1, pluralism isnthe hallmark of American educa-
tion. We believe that if there are many individual at-
tempts to improve undergraduate science education of
non-specialists, some excellent things will emerge, and
there will also be a wider range of choices available to
the teacher.

RECOMMENDATION 4

The Committee calls upon colleges and universities to
provide a forum for scientists and non-science profes-
sionals to explore together new directions in science
education for non-specialists. Through regularly sched-
uled faculty meetings, seminars, or retreats, faculty
should be encouraged to develop science experiences ap-
propriate to the educational needs of undergraduate non-
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specialists. These efforts should be guided by regular
consultation with leaders in the professions.

The college science community has come part way
toward tne goal of providing courses Suitable to the
needs of the undergraduate non-specialist. While such
efforts may not be widespread, there have been signifi-
cant success stories that need to be sustained.
Furtnermore, we need to consider how to extend these
somewhat isolated successful ventures across higher
education in general. Where do we go febm here?

The Committee believes that the quality of undergrad-
uate science education for non-specialists cannot be the
concern of the scientific community alone. The final
authority, nowever, for deciding course content clearly
should be the decision of science experts. College fac-
ulty in other areas, who are responsible for setting the
recommended program of study for non-specialists, must
Identify and make a clear commitment to the role of sci-
ence and mathematics in professional training and the
liberal arts experience. In doing this, they will nat-
urally be somewhat dependent upon the professional com-
munity. Ttris means .that science faculties should consult
with non-science colleagues--in law, Journalism, ousi-
ness aaministration, precollege education, and the other
professional fields discussed in this report. Such
cooperative curriculum planning should strive to ensure
that thk. content and presentation of courses satisfy the
educational needs and requirements of undergraduate non-
specialists. If the non-science prof, ,.ional community
can be enlisted in educational planning, there is a
strong likelihood professional leaders will recognize
the potential contribution of science to the education
of non-specialists. In the end, undergraduates very
likely will be encouraged to acquire the appropriate
competence in science.

The Committee has in fact found among non-science
professionals a great interest in the science component
of the education of people in their fields--an interest
that can form the basis of effective cooperation.

Colleges and universities are often so large that
faculty--regardless of field--do not know what is going
on in courses beinej taught down the hall much less
across the campu... Deans of arts and sciences, deans of
faculty, ana vice presidents for academic affairs need
to play a more forceful role in bringing representatives
of these teaching faculties together.
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It is conceivable that businesses and otner sources
of private funding might be interested in sponsoring
seminars or retreats for faculty to find out what stu-
dents from non-science departments are studying and how
science education might be more responsive to their edu-
cational needs.

Science departments should also play a more active
role in reaching out to the non-science community for
ideas about ways to improve undergraduate science
courses for non-specialists. In this context, state
governments might consider providing institutions

such funds as are necessary to bring faculty to5ether
under the aegis of the various science departments to
discuss new directions in college scenesci.ende education for
the non-specialist within ,institutions. It is apparent
that the changes in undergraduate science education
needed today can_procee-d most effectively after some
agreement is reached between and among,fields as to what
is needed and what the goals for cnange ought to be.

RECOMMENDATION 5

The Committee encourages colleges and universities to
extend the use of non-traditional instructional media in
teaching science to non-majors in new and possibly more
exciting ways. Special attention should be given to the
educational potential of mini- and microcomputers and
such public broadcasting ventures as the Annenberg
project.

To attain quality teaching of science to non-majors,

instructors will need to perfect the tools of teaching.
Other than using traditional slides and viewgraphs--and
occasionally lecture demonstrations--most faculty mem-
bers are possibly not very inventive, and certainly not
very active, in employing the many devices available
today to make college science classes interesting and
lively and to extend the learning experience beyond the
classroom. The literature on the use of such devices is
large and readily available, and the devices themselves
are often within easy reach of most teachers and should

'pe a regular part of instruction. Professors also ought
to make use of other teaching materials including inex-
pensive supplies and even housewares. In addition, more
recently developed learning aids--computers, broadcast
and cable television, and videodiscs--should be used
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/ more widely and effectively in college instruction than
they are at present.

Students who have had experience with interactive

computer-aided education generally tarn out to be enthu-
siastic supporters of this appr ach to learning. One
example of what can be done with the computer may De
found in the PLATO system.

The PLATO {Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching
Operation] system was developed at the University of
Illinois beginning in 1960 and today includes approxi-
mately 1,200 terminals scattered across the United
States. Users have access to about 16,000 hours of in-
structional material in more than 200 subject areas. It
is estimated that PLATO has the potential of reaching
more than 70 million students at all age levels at pres-
ent.

Even more promising are the advances in microelec-
tronic technology that will make it possible for stu-
dents in the near future to have access to microcomput-
ers for many diverse educational purposes. For example,
commercial educational firms such as Control Data Cor-
poration are developing scientific and other programs
that can be used on persbnal computers. Integrated com-
ponents probably will soon make it possible to bring to-
gether voice, image, and data that can be manipulated at
the command of the user (Carpenter, 1980).

In addition to the use of computers in undergraduate

education, closed-circuit television and public tele-
vision have a great deal to offer undergraduate science
education. According to a study conducted by the Na-
tional Institute of Education, telecourses have enabled
older students, women, and those who are employed to
enjoy undergraduate education (National Institute of:
Education, 1979).

The recent donation of $150 million to public tele-
vision by Walter Annenberg should also provide educators
with a new opportunity to extend the use of televised in-
struction (Feinberg, 1981). Annenberg's gift to the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting represents the first
major national effort in the United States to produce
college-level courses on television. The Corporation
has indicated that panels of scholars from across the
nation will assist in devising courses to be offered
through existing colleges for credit. We strongly urge
that courses for undergraduate non-specialists be in-
cluded in the project.

Finally, numerous instructional technologies have the
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potential to enrich the undergraduate science experi-
ence. Videocassettes and videodiscs, slide-tape pro-
grams, multimedia presentations, and audiotapes are dust
a few examples of media available to the science educa-
tor. As a matter of fact, many non-specialists have al-
ready fqund that these teaching devices are being used
in classes taught by instructors in their major field.
Science educators must increase their use of instruc-
tional technology in courses for non-specialists, if
more of those undergraduates are to be attracted and
given exciting experiences.

Clearly, the technologies are available. The primary
challenge now is to use these educational innovations
appropriately in meeting the science education needs of
the non-specialist.

RECOMMENDATION 6

In )fight of the experience of the college science com-
missions in the 1960s, the Committee recommends that all
professional societies provide more leadership in educa-
tional innovation and ro a ate information widely about
new directions in science education for non-specialists.
To the extent they require financial assistance, the
federal government and the private sector should supple-
ment funding.

Science faculty often labor in isolation to bring new
ideas into their undergraduate courses, some by deci-
sion, others by circumstance. Part of the problem is
the failure cf the institutional-system to support the
work of potential innovators. Another part has to do
with the lack of information available to some instruc-
tors about innovative approaches to teaching science to
the non-specialist. Information about existing science
courses for non-specialists needs to be propagated more
widely to give science faculty interested in Joing more
for their undergraduates a chance to see what others are
doing.

How do college science faculty find out what their
colleagues are doing in the way of new approaches to
teaching? Judging from our interviews with teachers, it
varies enormously. A few have established informal ties
with colleagues in other colleges and universities.

These colleagues critique each other's approaches to
teaching and suggest ways to improve instruction.
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Others have joined scientific associations devoted
wholly or in part to science teaching, such as the Na-
tional Science Teachers Association, the American Asso-
ciation of Physics Teachers, the Division of Chemical
Education'of the American Chemical Society, and the
Mathematical Association of America. Members follow
developments in teaching science through journals, meet-
ings, and association newsletters. Tnese associations
also occasionally devote sessions at annual meetings to
papers on improvements in undergraduate science educa-
tion for non-specialists. Of course, a common method
for spreading neh ideas about science teaching is the
use of innovative textbooks.

In spite of these efforts, it appears many science
instructors--perhaps the majoritywork in isolation;
they do not locate the person or information about
teaching improvements that fits their needs and situa-
tion. Many others appear to be satisfied with the sta-
tus quo, perhaps not realizing how much could be done to
make science more exciting and MOLz responsive to the
educational needs of non-specialists.

Undergraduate science instruction for the non-spe-
cialist must be revitalized, and to do so effectively
science educators must have information about what oth-
ers have accomplished.

State academies of science could play an important
role at the local level in accomplishing this goal by
sponsoring workshops featuring leaders in science educa-
,tikn. Such conferences would encourage discussion of
teaching ideas and valuable personal contacts. This in
turn could lead to follow-up discussions between inter-
ested colleagues. These workshops should also involve
other scientists, such as industrial chemists, who place
,a high value on the education of

the non-specialist but
who are not themselves involved in formal education.

National scientific societies should make sure that,
where special teaching journals are lacking, a portion
of existing journals be devoted on a regular basis to
exchange of ideas about undergraduate science instruc-
tion. We recommend that popular science magazines, such
as Science 81, Science, and Scientific American, reserve
a few pages in each issue for ideas about teaching. Re-
action might even be soiicited from lawyers, journal-
ists, legislators, and others in the form of special
articles or letters to the editor to introduce some
feedback into this media forum.
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Ou'r Committee has been impressed by the success of
the National Science Foundation's Chautauqua program in
bringing ideas foi ,eaching college science to regional
communities. Supported by the National Science Foun-
dation and coordinated by the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, ,the University of Georgia,
and 12 regional field centers, Chautauqua forums are
held throughout the United States. Scholars from var-
ious fields meet with undergraduate college teachers for
two intensive two-day sessions, typically occurring in
the fall and early spring, with an intervening period of
several weeks for individuals to work on projects re-
lated to the course. The primary aim is to enable un-
deigraduate instructors to keep up to date in science

and to expznd the relevance of their teaching to today's
world. The program announcement for 1980-1981 reveals
aninteresting breadth of lecture topics including "Sci-
ence, Media, and the Public," "Food, Energy, and Soci-
ety," "The Changing American Family," "Cognition and
Teaching," and "flow Life Began on Earth." In fiscal
year 1981, program support amounted to approximately
$200,000, down from a total of about $1 million in the
previous,fiscal year. In the next chapter, we will dis-
cuss the important role that the federal government can
play in keeping this program available to the teaching
community.

We discussed above the role of scientific societies
addressing the problems of undergraduate science educa-
tion. Indeed, some of them have performed this function
for a long time. A review of the role of scientific
societies in the improvement of science instruction for
non-specialists would be incomplete, however, without
menticn of the part played by the college science com-
missions of the 1960s. For a considerable time these
commissions bridged the gap between the individual
science instructor and the rest of the science education
community. With modest funding from the National S%..1-
ence Foundation--about $175,900 per field per year--com-
missions were established in the late 1950s and 1960s in
eight fields: biology, chemistry, physics, geological
sciences, agricUltural sciences, engineering, mathemat-
ics, and geography. Educators in a particular disci-
pline, including innovative teachers and eminent re-
searchers, were elected to each respective commission
and met approximately four times a year.

Although the commissions' agendas varied, most fo-
cused on assisting science faculty members to improve
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the teaching of science in two- And four-year colleges
and universities. Funas were used to hire core staff,
to hold meetings and conferences, and to promulyate
ideas for improvement of teaching through newsletters
and the like. Attention was divided between the edu-
cation of future specialists and courses for non-spe-
cialists, with the former receiving the lion's share.

These commissions were not involved directly in cur-
riculum development. Instead, they played a.1 important
role in spearheading national interest in college sci-
ence education within their professional communities.

In the early 1970s funding for the commissions ceased
due 'to changing federal priorities and a decreasing fed-
eral interest in support of science education (National
Research Council, 1981b). This was coupled with a be-
lief that after 5 to 10,years of federal support, the
science professions should be ready to pick up the mo-
mentum and support the effort. In a few cases, the Com-
mittee learned, the activities of the commissions were
indeed taken up by the scientific societies; but in most
cases the termination of a commission signaled an end to
the field's involvement with college curriculum reform.
Consequently, initiative was lost.

Parti;ipants at the -ommittee'*s December 1980 confer-
ence concluded that it was neither desirable nor feasi-
ble to revive the commissions as they once were. Con-
ferees did agree, however, that in certain fields where
there is no central forum to steer national considera-
tion of educational issues, a commission-type mechanism
should be considered as a means to initiate discussion.

If the scientific community is to intensify its ef-
forts to improve undergraduate science education for
non-specialists, it is importprit that some entity simi-
lar to the college science commissions be in place in
each field to provide a mechanism for communication
among interested parties. We will discuss why the fed-
eral government should play a part in this effort in the
next chapter.
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THE FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY TO SERVE AS A CATALYST

IN IMPROVING SCIENCE EDUCATION

FOR THE NATION'S FUTURE LEADERSHIP

The question of what role the federal government should
play in AmerIcan affairs predates the formation of the
Union itself. In the months preceding and following
adoption of the Constitution, politicians and pamphle-
teers waged a fierce debate over how involved the central
government should be in such matters as finance, com-
merce, and military protection. From the very outset of
the controversy, when such stalwarts as Richard Henry
Lee and Alexander Hamilton argued over states'
down to the current debates over Ronald Reagan's new
federalism, there has been almost unanimous agreement
over one point: When it is clearly in the national
interest, the federal government should take decisive
steps to solve problems that plague the republic as a
whole.

In the present case the Committee is convinced that
we are confronted by an educational problem of national
significance and that federal action is warranted. Our
study indicates that, in general, the nation's colleges
and universities are not doing enough to prepare our
future civic and professional leaders with the under-
standing and knowledge of science that they will need in
order to function effectively. In a sense this is
ironic. Our educational system has graduated experts
who have created a scientific and technological milieu
so complex that other intelligent graduates of these
very same institutions are incapable of comprehending
it. In essence, then, we have reached a point where
even so adamant an anti-Federalist as Thomas Jefferson
would call for federal action. After all, it was he who
wrote to Dr. Benjamin Rush: "I have sworn upon the
altar of God, eternal hostility against every form of
tyranny over the mind of man" (Jefferson, 1800). Our
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study reveals an educational deficiency that contrioutes
to an imminent danger of reacning that tyrannical state.

If zc makes sense for cne redebal yover,tment co spend
billions of dollars in creating one of the most exten-
sive and powerful allicary-technological establishments

in the niscory of mankind, 2C also makes sense to dedi-
cate relatively few dollars in an effort to help educate
citizens so they can make intelligent decisions about

.

what President Eisenhower called our "overwhelming mill-
cary-induscrial complex" (Eisenhower, 1961).

The time has,come fpr the federal government to taxe
action to help correct tnis situation. We are not sug-
gesting massive federal intervention nor action solely
by the federal government. That woula n =ether prove the
panacea some might think, nor would it be in keeping
with our belief that education should be the business of
educators.

What we are suggesting is a reasonably restrained
role in which the federal government would assume,a cat-
alytic function and stimulate action. The federal gov-
ornme.nt shouli also help coordinate ctforts across the
50 states and serve as a central clearinghouse for ex-
changing information and ideas as to how we can best
solve our problem. Most important of all is the clarion
function. Leaders in the federal government--as high up
the prestige scale as the White House itself- -need to

point up our growing science illiteracy problem and call
for concerted action to rectify this educational problem.

In short, we believe the federal government should
avoid taking on roles that the states, the private sec-
tor, the educational establishment, or individuals can
do for'thenselves. It should, however, in our opinion
assume a central catalytic role to make sure that the
problem of science, education for the non-specialist is
addressed on a national scale. In keeping with this
philosophical scope, the following recommendations are
offered in the belief that they can be carried out with
modest: funding and appropriate juiisdictional authority.
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The federal policy of program coordination
and t is needed to strengthen the

college ucation of non-specialists in
science_bnd technology.

Our primary/and overriding recommendation stems from a
substudy the Committee launched during its deliberations
to determine just'who is doing what at the federal level
to su9poqi science education for the non-specialist.
The picture that emerged from our investigation is

this: /rhe federal government is engaged in a diverse
set of science education activities for non-specialists,
but t ese endeavors are variously directed and lack
coor ination.

e believe it would be in the best national interest
to consolidate these activities to improve undergraduate
s ience instruction in a more efficient Manner. We

ink there is some role for the National Aeronautics
nd Space Administration (NASA) and the Department of

Energy, to name but two agencies, to join with the Na-
/ tional Science Foundation in providing a strong program

of support in the area of undergraduate science instruc-

. / tion for non-specialists. Before this can be accom-
plished, it will be necessary to establish a policy of
federal support for this activity and to name a single

agency to take the lead in these efforts. In short, a

federal commitment will be necessary to effect the
change that is needed in the current haphazard pattern

of federal support.

RECOMMENDATION 7

The Committee recommends that the federal government

focus its efforts to oversee the improvement of under-
graduate education for non-specialists in science and
technology by establishing a vigorous program in the
National Science Foundation for this purpose. The Foun-
dation should also be given responsibility for estab -1
lishing a clearinghouse and for monitoring the diverse
activities of the various federal agencies that are
operating in this area. Most important of all, we urge

the Foundation to assame this leadership role with con-
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sideraDly more dedication and aggressiveness than it has
heretofore displayed toward advancing science education
for non-majors.

This recommendation grows out of our finding that a
surprising number of federal agencies engage in activi-
ties that Dear directly or indirectly on the quality of
undergraduate science instruction for non-specialists.
In fact, our survey shows that a total of at least $133
million was allocated for programs that had some bearing
on the education of non-specialists in the present fis-
cal year (see Appendix C), although only410-15 million
directly impinged on the needs of the non-specialists..
These include numerous programs of the Science and En-
gineering Education Directorate of the National Science
Foundation; the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Sec-
ondary Education and the National Institute of Educa-
tion, both of which are located in the Department of
Education; and the National Endowment for the Human--
ities. More to the point, however, none appear to be
engaged in these activities to deliver identifiable
program support for college science education of non-
specialists. In virtually every instance, the support
is an ancillary activity, an extension of an agency's
concern with a broader population or a more general edu-
cational function. Thus, total federal support for
direct amelioration of the situation discussed in this
report is undoubtedly a small fraction of the amount
cited above.

We have also identified a number of 'other federal
agencies whose educational activities, while fragmented,
occasionally bear on undergraduate science instruction
for non-specialists. For example, the Environmental
Education Act of 1970 (P. L. 91-516) and the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (P. L. 91-190) have led
the Department of the Interior to generate course mate-
rials for use primarily by secondary school teachers but
also by post-secondary science instructors. Some of
these materials are used in introductory-level college
science courses involving science and non-science majors
alike. Similar educational materials are produced by
the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Com-
merce, and the National Institutes of Health.

While some federal agencies have engaged in the de-
velopment of educational materials as a result of fed-
eral mandate, several other agencies have contributed to
the improvement of college science education for non-

()t
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specialists through public affairs activities. NASA and
the Department of Energy, through their public or con-
sumer affairs divisionsi have established offices of
education that engage in a variety of activities all
levoted to making-more information about science and
technology available to the.public. NASA, which became
heavily involved, in science. education under the direc-
torship of agency head James Webb in 1960, continues to
provide "curriculum support" information designed to
serve as resource materials for science instructors. In
addition NASA has contracted with Oklahoma State Univer-
sity to provide a traveling program of lectures on space
science for all levels of education, including colleges
and universities. Similarly, the Department of Energy
has extended and broadened the science education activi-
ties begun under Atomic Energy Commission chairman Glenn
Seaborg in 1961 to include curricular development activ-
ities in undergraduate science instruction, although
primary emphasis is on kindergarten through high
school. To our knowledge, however, there is little com-
munication among these agencies concerning their educa-
tional activities in general and none in the area of
educating the non-specialist undergraduate.

As- can be seen from this brief summary, many agencies
are working in isolation from oe another withoutvany
meaningful communication or coordination. The very fact
that we were forced to conduct our own survey of the
situation indicates that no one in government is tending
the educational store enough to know what is going on
elsewhere in government. Such uncoordinated effort can
easily result in unnecessary duplication and waste or to
sizable gaps in treatment--hence our recommendation to
center and fund coordination of these activities in the
National Science Foundation.

The new NSF program of support for college
science education of non-specialists needs
to be structured with care.

Statutory authority for the National Science Foundation
programs in science education grew out of a concern for
an adequate supply of technical personnel rather than

t
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oUt of a.desire to support science education per se.
NSF policies-fn science education over the past 20 years
;have emphasized the education and recruitment of indi-ividuals for careers as scientists and 'engineers, predi-/cated on a beliet that "creative. science and vigorous,/ effective technology,depend on highly trained, highly' / talented" individuals (U.S. House of Representatives,
1965).

. On many occasions, NSF has construed its definition
of."education in the sciences" more broadly to include
theeducation of non-scientists and the general public.
However, a declared policy -Of assistance to colleges and
universities in educating non - scientists in science has
been lacking. Budgetary evidence for a commitment to
this forM of science education is also weak. We esti-
-Mate, for example, that in fiscal year 1979 less than $2
million of the $80 million appropriated for science edu-_
cation activities (or about 2.5 percent) represented
projects directed wholly or in part to the improvement
of undergraduate science education of non-specialists.
We believe that too many years have passed without suf-
ficient attention given by NSF to the education of
undergraduate non-specialists in science and technology.

We have already identified a number of ways in which
the federal government can assist colleges and univer-
sities in carrying out their functions of educating un-
dergraduate non-specialists in science and technology,
and we need now to review these.

We believe such a program of support should be built
carefully and with consideration around the proposed new
NSF program office of undergraduate science education
for non- spe :ialists with

special attention being given
to five-goals:

1. The appointment of a staff familiar with the edu-
cational needs of undergraduate non-specialists

2. Clearly articulated program goals that are pursued
with vigor and persistence

3. Systematic evaluation activities that assess proj-
ect activities in light of program goals

4. Coordination of informat.on and activities with
other federal agencies
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I .

5. Sufficient funds for project support and for
carrying out important administrative and monitoring
activities.

/i

The first of these goals is to establish administra-
tively a program unit with a staff familiar with the
issues-involved ini /educating non-scientists. We believe
that consultants and an advisory committee should also
be involved in the design of the program, especially in

/

its early phases/'

Second, the goals should be clearly articu-
lated, and the types of projects that work toward
achieving those goals should be specifically deline-
ated. We found in the course of conduCting our retro-
spective analysis that federal support for the college
science education of the non-specialist was often an
afterthoughtL,an addendum to a program of more general
support often having quite diversified and sometimes
incompatible goals. Unless goals of a program of sup-
port are clearly understood, the program may be doomed
to mediocrity or possibly failure.

Third; a program of federal support for tne college
science education of non-specialists should have an
evaluation function built into its activities from the
beginnihg. Regular checks should be made on the feasi-
bility/of the program,goals in light of performance.
Routiine evaluations -of projects should also be used to
determine whethfx projects are.meeting the specific
objectlives laid out by the program plan. Some consider-
atioh should also be given to measuring the impact of
ithe/prograin on the quality of post-secondary science
edugation for non-specialists. If one of the purposes
of/ the program, is to support innovative projects that
can be taken up by others, an assessment should be made
oaf the extent to which that goal is being met.
(/ We, also hope that a federal program of this type
would consider as one of its purposes the coordinatign
of information about support for post-secondary science

education for non-specialists being provided by other
/

federal agencies (such as the National Endowment for the
Humanities or the Department of Education) and by the
private sector. This coordination activity could be

her-designaced-an-on-going-funct-ion, or carried out
through annual meetings devoted to this activity, or
both.

Finally, resources should be made available to carry
out important administrative and monitoring activities,

0 ti
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as described above, and for a program of awards of suf7
fictient magnitude to catalyze the change that we believe
is/needed in the undergraduate science education of non-
specialists. it is beyond the scope of this Committee
t6 designate the level of funding required. -

It seems
suite clear to us that the proposed level of fiscal year
:1982 spending for all NSF science educat,Lon programs --
less than onethird.that in fiscal year 1981--is too low
and should be raised. Within the Science-education bud-
get, the estimated 2.5 percent of that budget devoted to
non-specialist science education is too small a frac-
tion. We recommend something in the range of 5 to 10
percent as more reasonable. More important than the
total number of dollars allocated, however, is the
degree of commitment of the federal government to the
goals and the vigor and skill with which the program
staff harry out their catalytic role. If the program is
'successful, the multiplying effect of a modest federal
invc-stment will be expansive.

Faculty development should,be given high
priority in federal program support.

We recommend that federal financial support should be
given to faculty development. By this, we mean a
program of support emphasizing at least two components:
an incentive function and an information function.

Incentives for excellence in undergraduate science
instruction were suggested in the prvious chapter, but
excellence must also be assessed. To be more specific,
we believe that the federal government should fund
grants of *20,000 to *25,000 each to establish model
programs in a variety of college settings to explore
innovative approaches in identifying, evaluating, and
rewarding college science instructors. A great deal has
been said over the years about the desirability of eval-
uating teaching, but very little concrete activity ever
goes beyond shoptalk. Research productivity is so much
easier to quantify in reaching tenure and promotion
.decisions. What can be done?

With federal funding, selected colleges and universi-
ties might transcend the dis.:ussion stage and establish
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model programs for (1) the, development of teacning-eval-
uation instruments to measure the judgments of students,
alumni, and peers; (2) the development of innovative
aPproaChes t.o integrating teaching assessments in tenure
and promotion decisions': (3) the extension of self-eval-
uation techniques for Science education; and (4) tne use
of workshops and in-service training to improve teaching.

Innovative assessment procedures should go beyond the
use of student-based evaluations. Alumni, who have the
advantage of distance and maturity, could provide valu-
able insights into'the teaching, contributions of science
,faculty members. Through campus alumni offices or
placement offices, graduates from non-science fields
could be surveyed on a regular basis to determine the
extent towhich courses and faculty contributed to their
understanding and use of science and technology. It
also is conceivable that properly designed surveys of
employers of graduates could be used when decisions of
tenure and promotion are made in science departments. A
model program could also explore the use of peer evalu-
ation in identifying teaching excellence.

We believe that many individuals have the potential
to be excellent teachers but simply lack the opportunity
to perfect those skills.' We would view an important
element in any model program to be the exploration of
techniques designed to enhance teaching abilities. Many
institutions have begun to use videotaping as one ap-
proach to self-improvement and self-evaluation. Linked
to a larger program involving in-service training, work-
shops, and the use of educational consultants, these
self-evaluation tools suggest that undergraduate science
instruction of non-specialists and specialists alike
could be vastly improved.

We also believe that an important dimension_would_be.
added to a national commitment to excellence in college
science teaching if the White Nouse Award were to reward
outstanding classroom performance. Therefore, we call
upon the president to establish and give national recog-
nition to an annual White House Award of at least *5,000
to a teacher who has been selected on a national basis
for doing a superior job of teaching science to non-
specialists. Likewise, we urge each of the 50 states to
grant Governors' Awards of $2,000 to $5,000 for similar
service and achievement as a feeder apparatus into the
federal award system.

Another important aspect of faculty development is
the opportunity to congregate with colleagues in seminar
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settings to hear about new teaching ideas from national
experts and to exchange thoughts,about scholarship and
teaching. with peer instructors._ As mentioned earlier;
the-Cciniffirtfe-eh-a-i been impressed by the Chautauqua
series as a means of stimulating teacniag ideas and dis-
seminating innovations for the science classroom. On
the 'basis of this quality performance record, we recbm-
'mend that support for the Chautauqua series be restored
to about 41.million per year by the National Science
Foundation.

We also believe that the systematic dissemirlation of
information about exiting undergraduate science fcluca-
tion courses and approaches can play an important role
in faculty development. A regularly updated national
directory of teaching innovations in college science
education for non-specialists would be useful to teach-
ers as a starting point in finding out what other
faculty are doing in their courses. Such a directory
would permit educators to gain information about the
scopfe of teaching developments at any particular time.
Properly compiled, such a directory might offer inter-
esting summaries of programs being undertaken at various
institutions across the nation, the goals of these pro-
grams for the non-specialist, the materials being used

-or developed, the texts adopted, the types ofolabora-

tories-and demonstrationsIbeing developed, and evalua-
tions of -their performane:

We suggest that the' federal government seek out an
organization through the' National Science Foundation to
lestablish such a directory and fund it at an appropriate
level to create a quality communication link 'among the
nation's teachers of science for non-majors. The fed-
eral goverrment has su ported such efforts in the past.
These include a summar of programs and courses on the
subject of the ethics and values of science and tech-_

nology, compiled by ttiie American Association for the
Advancement of Science an the late 1970s, and the inter-,

national directory of science and mathematic's curriculum

projects maintained by David Lockard at the University
of Maryland in the 11960s and 1970s. Clearly, then, a
focused national directory of programs for the non-spe-
cialist is feasiblei
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The federal government should give moral and
financial support to worthy experimental_
efforts to develop new courses for science
non-majors.

In Chapter 4, we suggested that college science faculty
should redirect their attention to the development of
effective introductory science courses foi undergraduate
non=specialists and to the updating of special topics.
courses. We believe the federal government can play an
important part in identifying innovators and assisting
them in such curriculum development.

In the 1960s and 1970s the federal government and
numezous private and indUstrial foundations directed
funds toctheimprovement of science education at all
levels. These funds permitted innovators to have at,
their disposal the resources necessary to develop cur-
ricula and materials for the advancement of science
teaching. A substantial portion of the funding was
directed to the improvement of science education in our
nation's secondary schools. However, some funds were
directed co college science educatiOn.

The proportion of awards devoted to the improvement
of college science education of non-specialists was
never great. Having reviewed course improvement proj-
ects supported by the National Science Foundation during
that time, we estimate that awards directed specifically
to "the improvement of science education for undergrad-
uate non-specidlists never exceeded 15 percent of the
total number of projects supported in any one year
(National Research Council, 1981b).

A part of the charge'to the Committee was to deter-'
mine the extent to which any formal efforts of the past
two decades to improve undergraduate science instruction
for non-specialists linger today. Such information
co pldy an important part in determining new direc-
tions for funding support.

To carry out this assessment, the Committee conducted
a series of interviews with 10 former, project directors

to determine their views on the success of the projects
(National Research Council, 1981b). The Committee
asked, "To what extent have the results of those proj-
ects remained a part of the undergraduate :urriculum,

1 0 3
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and to what extent have the results been taken up by
others?" Projects included in the analysis were
restricted to those funded some time between 1960 and
1975 by public or private sources. The primary focus of
the projects was the undergraduate non-specialist.

The ten projects that were reviewed (and the sources
of support) were "Chemistry for Those Who Would Rather

(Lilly. Foundation), "Humanistic Approach to the
Natural Sciences" (NSF), "Nature of Evidence" (Exxon
Education Foundation), "Introductory Physics Sequence"
(NSF), "History of Physics Laboratory" (NSF, Sloan Foun-
dation), "Physics of Technology Modules" (NSF), "Geog-
raphy ip Liberal. Educaltion" (NSF), "Science Courses for

Baccalaureate Education" (Kettering Foundation), "Core
Program in Biology" (NSF), and "Physical Science for
Non-Science Students" (NSF).

We concluded that, with a few important exceptions,
large-scale curriculum improvement projects have not
been successful in spreading ,to institutions other than
the ones in which they were developed. This appears to
be due to at least two factors. The first is that ex-
periments in curriculum improvement have not succeeded

where institutional commitment to curriculum improvement
is lacking. For example, only 7 of the 18 colleges,
originally involved in tne project continue to use the

"helical course" approach of the "Introductory Physics
Sequence" developed by Donald DeGraaf at the Univeisity
of Michigan in Flint. This physics sequence is a four-
semester course designed so that a student can. enter at
any level of the seqUeace, depending on prior prepa-
ration. The first two semesters are tailored for the
non-science major, while those with prior physics ex-
perience can step into upper levels of the sequence.
DeGraaf concluded that the "commitment of the physics

department" is necessary if this sequence, is to work in
other colleges (National Research Council, 1981b).

Another element that appears to contribute to the
failure of innovative approaches to catch on is the lack
of sufficient support to permit follow-up activities in
colleges interested in trying out new teaching innova-
tions. Follow-up activities are important to answer the
questions raised by college faculty experimenting for
the first time with these new approaches or to show
college faculty how a portion of a course is intended to ,

work.
V. L. Parsegian described his experience in assisting

college faculty to use the " Science for ;Baccalaureate

J
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Educations course he dei7eloped at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute in the late 1960s. This course sought to
interrelate the biological and physical sciences for
non-science majors within the common theme of thermo-
dynamics.. A textbook, a labo'atory guide, and a
teacher's manual were produced. According to Parsegian,
this is a very difficult course to teach because of its
broad'conceptual fraMework. Faculty are almpst required

, to abandon their disciplinary orientation in favor of

\\
more "philosophical conje41.kre" (National Research
Council, 1981b). Parsegiad believes that "specific
emphasis on teacher training" would have helped faculty
dopt this non-traditional approach to undergraduate
ducation.. It continues to be used in a modified form

b only a' few of the original colleges participating in
the experimental period.

Curriculum projects that attempt to foster non-tradi-
tional thematic approaches to undergraduate science edu-

, cation for non-specialists seem particularly in need .of
I in-service follow-up support. James V,. Connor stressed

the potential role for teacher training in assisting
.facul to incorporate his""Humanistic Approach to the
Natural Sciences." When he began this experi ent at A
small liberal arts college in the late 1960s its goal
/was to develop an interdisciplinary course for students
to fulfill their general education requirements. The
course emphaSized the relationship between science and
non-science fields. The main thrust was to "motivate
students to see how important science is in their own
areas" (National Research Council, 1981b), Connor, who
continues to respond to inquiries about the course; be-
lieves that weekend workshops and other forms of teacher
training would go a.long way to assist college faculty ,

in experimenting with this course.

Some innovative approaches to undergraduate science
instruction for non-specialists may be doomed to failure
because there simply is no market for them. For ex-
ample, it is possible that curriculum projects that
represent historical or interdisciplinary experiments
for teaching science suffer from the same problems that
prevented James Conant's historical case-study approach
at Harvard from catching on. Students whose only
experience with science is through twentieth-century

technology cannot identify with the comparatively primi-
tive conditions that led earlier scientists to develop
de novo the principles forming the basis of modern
physics, chemistry, or biology (Doty and Zinberg,
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1973). There is also the possibility that inter-disci-
plinary courses have not become more widespread because
the teachers of such courses have themselves been too
narrowly trained. And, of course, there is always the
possibility that some projects were simply not good.
The limited number of cases of this type of approach in
our sample did not permit us to expldre these possible
barriers," glthough the topics merit more research.

Evidence from our study of past curriculum projects
indicates that a type of project that appears to have
wide appeal is one that aims to develop "modules" for
science,,instruction. These modules are usually packages
for instruction that include a background text, labora-

tory exercises, leaining objectives for the students,
and materials for testing students' mastery of the sub-
ject.

Philip DiLavore, together with a number of col-
leagues, received support from the National Science
Foundation in the early 1970s to develop "modular mate-
rials for an introductory non-calculus physics course."
The "Physics of Technology Modules" are built around
familiar devices--a toaster, an ignition system, a loud-
speaker, a fluorescent lamp. They are designed to pro-
mote "hands-on" experience co that students can learn by
Going. According to,DiLavore, over a five-year period
200-300 colleges and'universities and numerous high
schools have dSed the modules in some fashion (National
Research. Council, 1981b).

The primary attraction of "modules" as far as the
teacher is concerned appears to be the freedoto pick
and choose the materialg for the class. The faculty
member may wish to adopt the course entirely or merely
to supplement a traditional course with a limited number,
of modules.

We recommend the federal government fund projects to
explore ways to develop substantive courses for non-
specialists having little prior, experience with basic
science. Such courses should emphasize firsthand expe-
rience with phenomena, laboratory exercises, and demon-
strations that are relevant to the needs and experiences
of non-science majors. Some consideration could even be
given to converting existing high-quality high school
Science curricula--which were designed as first courses
--for use in the college classroom by those who have had
little prior experience with science in high school.

In a program to support the development of course

contest, some portion of the funding should be made
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available to develop special topics courses that treat
timely issuts of importance to the concerns of non-spe-
cialists. Giants should not be restricted to science
faculty alone. We believe that many interesting ap-
proaches to such topics as the ethical implications of
scientific-advences have been developed--ancUhave the
rxitential'of being further developed--by nonIrscience
faculty members, especially when they work in\concert
with scientists. Perhaps a program of grants for the
support of curriculum development could be coordinated
with the National Endowment for the Humanities.

We believe that computer-based courses have the po-
tential to offer an exciting way to teach undergraduate
non-specialists science. We suspect, however, that
little is known about the efficacy of existing courses

, or areas of possible need. We suggest that project
'support be made available to evaluate the quality of
existing computer-based undergraduate science courses
with respect to their potential value to non-special-

; fists. Led perhaps by the National Science Fou.4dation,
together with the Department of Education, federal sup-
port for a study of the current status of computers in
science education for non-spegialists could serve a
variety of purposes. In an era of rising costs in edu-
cation, the findings from such a study might result in
the establishment of regional resource centers that
would make computers available to colleges unable to
invest in hardware for their own use or unwilling to
take the plunge without some experimentation.

These are just a few of the areas in which curriculum
development projects might make a difference in the
quality of undergraduate science instruction for non-

- specialists.

To benefit scierice education for non-special-
ists fully requires a cooperative approach by
educators, states, industry, and foundations
as well as the federal government.

The dominadt factor in the equation of making science
edOcation for non-specialists work, of course, is the
academic institution. Obviously, no significant changes
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in the quality of undergraduate science instruction.can
occur in the absence of commi'Lment to change by indi-
vidual instructors, the science department, the college,
and the academic administration. This kind of support
provides the recognition for teaching achievements and
the resources educators need to realize their teaching_
goals.

Colleges and universities will need assistance, how-
ever, in creating a climate within which science educe-
tion can 'flourish. It is'in this capacity, then, that
the federal government -together with the states, pri-
vate foundations, business, and industry--can help.

The new federalism of the 1980s may he expected to
return to our 50 states powers that until recently had
been preempted by certain programs of federal support.
States will now be expected to raise revenues and set
priorities for program e*penditures in keeping with the
perceived needs of their own residents. We have been
impressed with the sensitivity of the various, state com-
missions on higher education 1th which we have had
dealings over the past year. We believe they will play
an important role in developing progiams appropriate for
educational support within their states. We would hope
that as a result of the work of this COmmittee, greater
priority will be placed on the improveMent of under-
graduate science education for non - specialists. Such a
program would include the provisiop of financial incen-
tives to encourage excellence and innovation in science
teaching and to make possible interdisciplinary faculty
conferences o explore new directions for undergraduate
science curricular as we suggested in the previous
chapter.

Realistically, however, it is not at all clear that
the nniergraouate science education of non-specialists
will emerge as an activity of high priority at a time
when state support for many social programs will be
tight. Given the Immediate need to upgrade science edu-
cation in our colleges and universities, we believe the

federal government shou.'d monitor the results of the new
federalism closely in this regard and determine anpro7...
piidte ways 1v assist colleges and universities to meet
their science educational obligations in the event that
state support not forthcoming.

We urge private foundations, businesses, and indus-
try to assist colleges and universities to meet their
obligations to provide approt :iate science education to

0
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undergraduate non-specialists. Kenneth Klivington, pro-
gram officer with the Alfred P. Sloan FoundatiOn, told'
an audience of science educators early in 1981 that the
Foundation is eager to revive its commitment to science
education but has not "identified any attack on those
problems,which makes sense for an institution of its
size" (Klivington, 1981). We hope the Sloan Foundation'
ind. others will be able to support innovators, to
encourage and reward Excellence in- teaching science to
non-specialists, and to foster discussions.between sci-
entists and non-scientists about the new\directions that
science education needs to take. It is clear to us,
\however, that the role of these private sources of fund-
'.

ing will always be limited by virtue of the nature of
their private entity. Whereas the federal government is
obligated to serve the needs of the nation, the obliga-
tion of many private sources is first and foremost to
the goals of their charters--which are not always conso-'
nant with national needs. Furthermore, the support of-
private foundations can be capricious, changing from yeas
to year as emerging needs catch the imagination of boards

-and officers. The instability of private support often
prevents many innovators from seeking such funds, and
there is no reason to believe that this situation will .

change in the near term. To the extent that private
mechanisms are flawed or fail, federal support should be
forthcoming, in our view.

' In the final analysis, however, we believe that the
federal government can be most useful by serving as a
catalyst to help inspire and move all of these other
segments of American society to act on behalf of improv-
ing science education for the non-specialist. To be
sure, it has not escaped the Committee's attention that
these are difficult times for science. education because
Of federal budget cuts. The steps we recommend are
modest, however, and are not to be taken by the federal
government alone. An appropriate first step would be
for the federal government to convene a series of meet-
ings to bring together leading representatives from
higher education, state governments, the foundations,
industry, and federal agencies to devise a course of
action for the 1980s and beyond to improve the teaching
of science to non-majors.

In keeping with the South Sea parable related at the
beginning of this report, an effort should be made to
search the nation over for the wisest sages that can be
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found. Together they will have to sit down and discover
how to survive the inundating forces that have been
explicated in this report. Somehow they will have to
learn how to help the non-specialist undergraduates on
'this nation's campuses not only to survive, but also to
master"the challenges of science and technology that
confropt us in the twentieth century.



APPENDIX

A
METHODOLOGY FOR THE COMMITTEE'S

SURVEY OF THE COLLEGE SCIENCE CURRICULUM

The Committee conducted a catalog survey of the college
science curriculum in the United States. The purpose of
this analysis was to estimate the commitment of four-
year colleges an0 universities to the science education
of undergraduate non-specialists. Non-specialists were
defined as those persons in undergraduate degree-grant--
ing programs at four-year colleges and universities who
do not major in the natural or physical sciences, math-
ematics, engineering, or health sciences. This pop-
ulation includes, but is not limited to, journalism,
business, liberal arts, and education majors. Institu-
tional commitment to the non-specialist relates to re-
quired basic skill preparation in mathematics, general
education requirements in the natural and mathematical
sciences, and to science course electives provided for
or available to non-specialists by Science departments
of physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics, and com-
puter sciences. Commitment was deScribed along dimen-
sions of institutional control, level, enrollment,
course type, and Carnegie Classification. A sample of
1979-80 college and university catalogs was analyzed
accordingly. The general research question was: "What
are the opportUnities for the undergraduate non-special-
ist to gain scientific, technical, and mathematical
knowledge during the course of his or her baccalaureate
studies?"

\,,

Course Type

DEFINITIONS

a

Science courses offered by undergraduate science depart-
ments were coded according to the instructional goals

89

1i,
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and 'targeted student populations, as identified by the
catalog course descriptions. Courses in which the
non-specialist was most likely to be enrolled are marked
below with ap asterisk (*). The course categories were-

,as follows:

A. Traditional.Subject Matter Courses are those de-
signed to equip the student with an understanding of the
formal subject matter ofscience.

1. Science for the departmental major: Courses de-
signed by a department primarily for their under-
graduate majors; generally, these are upper divi-
sion courses.

2. Science for the science major: Service courses for
prospective scientists and engineers, often from
other departments.

3. Science for health professionals: Service courses
for pre-meds, nurses, paramedics, technicians, and--
others.

*4. Science for both the science and non-science
major: Introductory courses to science subjects
offered to both the science and the non-science
majors, e.g., "General Physics," "Introduction to
Biology."

*5. Science for the non-science professional: Subject
matter courses for education majors, business
majors, humanities majors or other specific non-
science groups, e.g., "Chemistry for Elementary
Teachers," "Physics for Architects," "Mathematics
for Liberal Arts."

*6. Science for the "non-scientist ": Subject matter
courses for the gendral "non-science" audience,
e.g., "Survey of the Physical Sciences," "The
Phenomena of Life."

B. Special Subject Matter Courses which attempt to
teach science within an integrated or interdisciplinary
framework using a thematic, historical-overview, social-
impact, or popular-topics approach. Some have no col-
lege mathematics requirements.

*7. Science for both the science and non-science
majors: Special courses for an unspecified
audience, e.g., "Natural Sciences and the Informed
Citizen," "Energy, Science and Society."

*8. Science fbr the "non-scientist": Special courses
for non-science majors; audience may or may not be
specified, e.g., "Perspectives on Computers and

11.'
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Society," "Physics for Poets." Further examples
of these course titles may be found in Appendix B.

Institutional Type

Selection of institution for the sample to be studied
was limited to those inc udea in the Carnegie
Classification System .q 976i, which divides'
post-secondary institut/ionS into eight major categories
as a function of federl support for academic science,
typical-level of degre- offered, student enrollment, and
:a natioLai student se ectivity index, as follows:

A. Research Unive sitfies'i: The 50 leading univer-
sities in terms of f deral financial support of academic
science in at least two of three years from 1972-73 to
1974-75, which also awarded at least 50;Ph.D.s in
1973-74.

B. Research Uni ersities II: The top 100 leading in-
stitutions in ter s of federal financial support in at
least two of thre years mentioned above, which awarded
at least 50 Ph.D.s in 1973-74 or were among the top 60
institutions in ermS of total number of Ph.D.s awarded
during the year 1965-66 to 1974-75.

C. Doctorate grapting Universities I: Awarded at
least 40 Ph.D.s in ;at least five fields in 1973-74 or
received at le st $3 million in total federal support in
1973-74 or 197 -75/. : Awarded a minimum of 20 Ph.'. in

five fields, egadless of the amount of federal suppor
received.

D. Doctor te- granting Universities II: Awarded at
least 20 Ph.D.s in 1973-74 without regard to field or
awarded 10 P .D.s in, at least three fields.

E. Compr hensive Universities and Colleges I: Offered
liberal art prOgrams, as well as programs in such areas
as enginee ing and business administration bit lacked
substantia doCtoral programs; inStitutionsiin this
group ed at leaCt two professional occppational
programs nd'enrolled at least 2,000 students in 1976.

F. Com rehensive Universities and Colleges II: Of-
fered li ral arts programs and at least one profes-
sional o occupational program; this group included
private linStitutions with less than 1,500 students and

public .nstitutiOns with less than 1,000 students in
1976.

I
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G. Liberal Arts Colleges I: Ranked high on a national
index of student selectivity or were among 200 leading
baccalaureate- granting institutions in terms of the num-
ber of the graduates receiving Ph.D.s in leading doctor-
ate - granting institutions from 1920 to 1966.

H. Liberal Arts Colleges II: Liberal arts institu-
tions not meeting the criteria 'for inclusion in the

`first group of liberal arts colleges.

RESEARCH &SSTIONS

The inquiry was intended to answer the following ques-,
tions within categories of institutional control (public
or private),- level (university or four-year college),
undergraduate enrollment, and Carnegie classification.

1. What proportion of the non - specialists' total
graduation hours is devoted to general education, i.e.,
course work intended to meet distributive or breadth
requirgments as contrasted with concentration?

2. What proportion of the non-specialists' total gen-
. eral education hours is devoted to the biological or

physical sciences?

3. What proportion of all institutions require gen-
eral education in the natural sciences?

4. Approximately how many undergraduates are required
to take general education in the natural sciences?

5. What proportion of the total science course offer-
ings are available for election by the non-specialist by
science field and course code?

6..What proportion of total institutions offer at
least one_science course to the non-specialist as a
function of science field and course code?

METHOD

A stratified random sample (Table A-1) of 215 four -year
colleges and universities was drawn, selected from the
pool of 1 350 Carnegie Classified Institutions. The
sample was stratified by control of institution, level
of institution, and underg06'ate enrollment.

The sample thus includes 12.3 percent of the 1,748
undergraduate baccalaureate-granting institutions in the
U.S. reported by the National Center for Education.
Statistics (NCES) in 1979.



TABLE A-1 Cell Size and Sample Size of Undergraduate Institutions By Type of
Control, Level, and Enrollment

Undergraduate Enrollment Size

Control
and Level

1-2499 2500-4999 5000-9999 10,000+ Total

Cell Sample
Size 'Size

Cell Sample Cell
Size Size Size

Sample Cell

Size Size

Sample
Size

Cell
Size

Sample

Size

Public 1

University 1 1 3 2 17 12 75 30 96 45
Four-Year
College 149 12 126 19 119 26 48 24 442 81

Private
University 4 3 27 10 27 12 7 6 65 31
Four-Year
College 1037 32 91 17 15 8 2 1 1145 58

TOTAL 1191 48 24 48 178 58 132 61 1748 215

Source for institutional data:
1

National Center for Education Statistics, 1979.

1 1 0A.
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1n determining the sample size of each cell, a scheme'
wasi applied which assumed that each institution in a
cep. had undergraduate enrollment equal to the average
undergraduate enrollment in that stratum. The sample
fr/ quency for each cell varied as the square root of the
estimated enrollmethin that cell. The resultant
sampling proportion was then multiplied by the total.
sample size (215) to yield the number of institutions
Selected in each cell:

I Ei = estimated enrollment per cell
II

Pi = sampling proportion per cell

Ni = sample number per cell

NT = total sample number (215)

s

Pi =VE /

i=1

Ni = P. x NT

To assure geographic representation within each cell,
a distribution of regions was used to determine a geo-
graphic quota for sampling.. Finally, a table of random
numbers was used to select institutions for inclusion in
the study. To assure comparability among institutions,
only those colleges listed in the Carnegie Council's
1976 Classification of Institutions of Higher Education
were included for analysis (see Table A-2, pp. 96-101,
for a list of institutions included in the survey).

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Catalogs for the academic year 1979-1980 were analyzed
for each institution in the sample and data recorded on
a protocol form. Information collected included pre-
and post-admission requirements in the basic skills of
mathematics, general education requirements, and data
about the science electives system. The electives
system included science courses available to the
non-specialist in physics, chemistry, biology, math=
ematics, and.computer science departments. The total
number of undergraduate science courses, including

t.
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multiple-level ones, was also recorded within each
science field. Only'graduate level courses were
excluded from the study. Data were tabulated to yield,
simple frequencies.

An analysis of the general education requirements was
conducted. Over 90 percent of the institutions surveyed
were found to have some form of general education or
a4stributive requirement in place, as Table A-3 (p. 102)
illustrates. An analysis was also made of the proportion
of eneral education requirements devoted to a study of
the natural sciences. The summary statistics of that
anal sis may be found in Chapter 3.

Ta ulations were also made of the science' electiv
\

system, in the various science fields under study. T ble
A-4 (13, 103) provides an analysis of course distribution
by Carnegie type. Summary tables have been provided in
Chapter 3.
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TABLF A-2 Four-Year Undergraduate Institutions included
in the Sprvey*

PUBLIC/UNIVERSITIES

-Enrollment 1-2499
University of Alaska, Fairbanks (DOC II)

Lneollment 2500-4999
£-:s Women's University (DOC II)

1

Univ!ersity of South Dakota, Main (DOC II)

Enrollment 5000-9999

Mississippi State University (RES II)
Otah State University (RES II)
University of Idaho (DOC I)

University of Maine, Orono (DOC I)
University of Montana (DOC I)
University of Wyc.aing.(DOC I;

Clemson University (DOC I)
University of New Hampshire (DOC I)
University of North Dakota, M in (DOC I)
Pniciersity of Rhode Island (DUC I)
University of Nevada, Reno (DOC II)
North Dakota State University, Main (DOC II)

Enrollment 10,000 or more
Texas A&M University, Main (RES I)
Purdue Uniersity, Main (RES I)
Univeisity of Minnesota, Minneapolis (RES I)
University of Arizona (RES I)
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (RES I)
University of California, Berkeley (RES I)
University of Colorado, Boulder (RES I)
University of Hawaii, Manoa (RES I)

University of Illinois, Urbana (RES I)
University of Iowa (RES I)

University;of Maryland, College Park (RES I)
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (RES I)
University of Utah (RES I)
University of Washington (RES I)

University of Wisconsin, Madison (RES I)
University of Arkansas,Main (RES II),

*Carnegie Classification Code is enclosed in parentheses
after tht name of each institution.
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Iable A-2 Continued

University of Virginia, Main (RES II)
Auburn University, .Main (RES II)

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New
Brunswick (RES II)

University of Oregon, Main (RES II)
Florida State University (RES II)
Indiana University, Bloomington (RES II)
University of Nebraska, Lincoln (RES II)
Temple University (RES II)
University of Tennessee, Knoxville (RES II)
University of Delaware (DOC I) k

New Mexico State University; Main (DOC I)
Kent State University, Main (Doc I)
University of South Carolina, Main (DOC I)
University of Toledo (DOC I)

PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES

Enrollment 1-2499

Johns Hopkins University (RES I)
Yeshiva University (RES I)
Rice University (DOC I)

Enrollment 2500-4999
Massalchusetts Institute of Technology (RES I)
University of Chicago (RES Ia
Princeton University (RES I)
Washington University (RES II)
Carnegie-Mellon University (RES I)
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (DOC I)
University of Denver (DOC I)
Texas Christian University (DOC I)
University of the Pacific (DOC II)
University of Tulsa (DOC II)

Enrollment 5000-9999

Columbia University, Main (RES I)
Yale university (RES I)

Northwestern University (RES I)
Duke University (RES I)
University of Pennsylvania (RES I)
Stanford University (RES I)
Georgetown University (RES :I)
Tulane University of Louisiana (RES II)

1 '0,
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Table A-2 Continued

Howard University (RES II)

Marquette University (DOC I)
University of Notre Dame (DOC I)
Adelphi University (DOC II)

Enrollment 10,000 or more

University of Southern California (RES I)
University of Miami (RES I)

Syracuse University, New York (RES II)
Brigham Young University, Main (DOC I)
Boston University (DOC I)

St. John's University (DOC I)

PUBLIC FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES

Enrollment 1-2499

Citadel Military College (COMP I)
Savannah State College (COMP I)
University of Wisconsin, Superior (COMP I)
Sul Ross State University (COMP I)
Lincoln Univerpity (COMP I)
Langston Univ*sity (COMP II)
Univerity of Maine, Farmington (COMP II)
Mary Washington College (COMP II)

(Pennsylvania State University, Behrend College
(COMP II)

Kentucky StateUniversity (COMP II)
New Mexico Highlands University (COMP II)
Wayne State College, Nebraska (COMP II)

Enrollment 2500-4999

Morgan State University (COMP I)
East Stroudsburg State College (COMP I)
Chicago State University (COMP I)
Rhode Island College (COMP I)
Slippery Rock State College (COMP I)
Winthrop College (COMP I)

Mississippi Valley State. University (COMP I)
Indiana University, South Bend (COMP I)
Saginaw Valley State College (COMP I)
Missouri Southern State College (COMP I)
Cameron University (COMP I)
Western State College of Colorado (COMP I)
University of Guam (COMP I)

4
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Table A-2 Continued

Southern Oregon State University (COMP I)
University of Texas, Dallas (COMP I)

Southern University, New Orleans (COMP II)
Alabama State University (COMP II)
CUNY, Medgar Evers College (COMP II)
University of North Carolina, Wilmington (COMP II)

Enrollment 5000-9999

CUNY, College of Staten Island, St. George (COMP I)
Mankato State University (COMP I)

University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (COMP I)

Central State University (COMP I)
Eastern Washington University (COMP I)
Murray State University (COMP I)
Western Carolina University (COMP I)
Fitchburg State College (COMP I)
Bloomsburg State College (COMP I)
West Chester State College (COMP I)
SUNY,College, Oneonta (COMP I)
Florida International University (COMP I)

Marshall University (COMP I)
Jackson State University (COMP I)
University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point (COMP I)

Oaklanp University (COMP I)

Moorehead State University (COMP I)
Southeast Missouri State University (COMP I)
Lamar University (COMP I)

University of Arkansas, Little Rock (COMP I)
Metropolitan State College (COMP I)
Humboldt State University (COMP I)
Western Washington University (COMP I)
Weber State College (COMP I)

Tennessee State University (COMP I)
Old Dominion University (COMP I)

Enrollment 10,000 or more

University of South Florida (DOC II)
Memphis State University (Due II)
Youngstown State University (COMP I)
California State University, Long Beach (COMP I)
CUNY, City College (COMP I)

University of Nebraska, Omaha (COMP I)
University cf Texas, Arlington (COMP I)
San Francisco State University (COMP I)
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Table A-2 Continued

San Jose'Sta4:e University (COMP I)
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Main (COMP I)
CUNY,A2UeerO'sCollege (COMP I)
Ferris State College (COMP I)
Central State'Michigan University (COMP I)
Montclair State College (COMP I)
Portland State University (COMP I)
University of New Orleans (COMP I)
Western Illinois University (COMP I)
University of the District of Columbia (COMP I)

Eastern Kentucky University (COMP I)
University of Texas, El Paso (COMP I)
Southwest Missouri State University (COMP I)

California State Polytechnic'University, Pomona .

(COMP I)

California State University, Sacramento (COMP I)

East Carolina University (COMP I)

PRIVATE FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES

Enrollment 1-2499
Anderson College (COMP I)
David Lipscomb College (COMP I)
Augustana College (COMP I)
Lewis and Clark College (COMP I)
Bishop College (COMP II)
Barry College (COMP II) I

Carson-Newman College (LIB I)
Occidental College (LIB I)
Thiel College (LIB I)
Eckerd College (LIB I)
Agnes Scott College (LIB I)
Wabash College (LIB I)
Carleton College (LIB I)

Hendrix College (LIB I)
Colorado College (LIB I)
Harvey Mudd College (LIB I)
Scripps College (LIB I)
Middlebury college (LIB I)
Benedictine College (LIB II)

Northwest Nazarene College (LIB II)
New England College (LIB II)
Westbrook College (LIB II)
Seton Hill College (LIB II)
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Table A-2 Continued

Ca.

Marymount Manhattan College (LIB II)
Caldwell College (LIB II)
Stillman College (LIB II)
Hillsdale College (LIB II)

Wilberforce University (LIB II)
Sterling College (LIB II)

Dillard University (LIB II)
Hawaii Pacific College (LIB II)
Sioux Falls College (LIB II)

Enrollment 2500-4999

:University of Puget Sound (COMP I)
Iona College (COMP I)

Wilkes College (COMP I)
College of Saint Thomas (COMP I)
University of Richmond (COMP I)
Bucknell University (COMP I)
Saint Francis College (COMP I)
SaMford University.(COMP I),
Valparaiso University (COMP I)
Xavier University (COMP I)

Concordia College, Moorhead (COMP I)
University of Scranton (COMP I)
Siena College (COMP II)
Calvin College (COMP II)

Sacred Heart University (COMP II)
Harding University, Main (COMP II)
Smith College (LIB I)

Enrollment 5000-9999 0

Hofstra University (DOC II)

New York Institute of Technology, Main (COMP I)
University of Hartford (COMP I)
Pace University, New York (COMP I)
LaSalle College (COMP I)

University of New Haven (COMP I)
University of Dayton (COMP I)

International American University, San German .

(COMP II)

Enrollment 10,000 or.imore

Catholic University of Puerto Rico (COMP I)
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TABLE A-3 Proportion of. Undergraduate Institutions
Surveyed Having General Education Requirements in Place
by Cell

Total Having
General Education0

Control, Level Total or Distributive
and Enrollment Sampled (n) Requirements

Public

University ,
1-2499

2500-4999
5000-9999

10,000+

Four-Year College

1

12

3

32

1

11
3

27

1-2499
2500-4999

'5000-9999

10,000+

2

19

10

17

2

19

' 10

16

Private

University
1-2499 12 11

2500-4999 26 26
5000-9999 12 11

10,008+ 8 7

Four -Year College

1-2499 30 30
2500-4999 24 24
5000-9999 6 6

10,000+ 1 1

Total - 215 205



TABLE A-4 Number of Undergraduate Science Courses for Non-Specialists by Field,
Institutional Type, and Course Type**

Institutional

Course Types by Field

Physics Chemistry Biology Mathematics ComputingType 4 5 6 748 T. 4 5 6 7/8 T. 4 5 6 7/8 T 4 5 6 7/8 T. 4 5 6 7/8 T.

Research I 86

56

25

18

32

26

62

46

1125
727

79

33

3

3

5

7

17

11
983
659

85
82

10

8

18

3

44

39

1668

1111

123

75

81

65
15

4

10

21

1649
1016

44

29

8

6 1

11

2Total 142 43 58 108 1852 112 6 12 28 1642 167 18 21 83 2779 198 146 19 31 2665 73 14 6 13 1071
P..
CD Doctoral I 52 11 19 43 679 41 4 5 17 649 46 7 7 42 845 92 80 9 15 984 29 10 2 6 337C.4 II Sl 4 12 10 353 32 1 4 4 346 47 5 4 20 547 69 29 4 5 452 12 2 0 1 123Total 103 15 31 53 1032 73 5 9 21 995 93. 12 11 62 1392 161 109 13 20 1436 41 12 2 7 460

Comp I 320 65 57 164 2671 213 20 52 82 2679 333 44 66 128 4317 513 ,310 31 61 3624 169 33 5 23 1430II 42 7 9 17 298 31 5 6 6 379 64 11 8 10 561 103 48 7 7 547 21 4 0 1 158Total 362 72 66 181 2969 244 25 58 88 3058 397 55 74 138 4878 616 358 38 68 4171 190 37 5 24 1588

Liberal / 25 1 10 10 238 21 0 7 2 216 31 0 2 2 299 43 7 2 4 330 7 0 0 0 22II 31 1 2 8 158 28 2 3 7 181 48 1 5 5 288 60 16 3 2 258 7 0 0 0 17Total 56 2 12 18 396 49 2 10 9 397 79 1 7 7 587 103 23 5 6 588 14 0 13 0 39

Grand Total 663 132 167 360 6249 478 38 89 146 6092 736 86 113 290 9636 1078 636 75 125 8860 318 63 13 44 3158

T total number of undergraduate science courses offered by the departments studied.
See pages 90-91 for course types.



APPENDIX

SELECTED COURSES FOR NON-SPECIALISTS
DERIVED FROM

THE COMMITTEE'S SURVEY OF COLLEGE SCIENCE CURRICULUM

TABLE B-1 Selected Traditional Subject Matter Cour\ses
Adapted for Non- Specialists, by Field of Science

PHYSICS

Survey of the Physical Sciences
Introduction to Experimental Physics
Concepts of Physics

Perspectives in Physical Science I and II
Basic Physics

Physics Zero
Topics in Physics
Fundamentals of Physics I
Environmental Physics
The Exploration of Physical Phenomena
The Scientific Method
CHEMISTRY

Elementary Chemistry
General Organic and Biological Chemistry

Esstntials of Chemistry I and II
Chemistry in Our Time
Introduction to College Chemistry
The Promises and Perils of Modern Chemistry
Modern Chemical Science
BIOLOGY

General Biology I
Biology--Principles and Prospects
The Dynamics of Man
Biological Sciences Survey
Man in the Natural World

Introduction to Human Anatomy
The Phenomenon of Life
Biology and Man
Human Anatomy and Physiology
General Biology
MATHEMATICS
Selected Topics in Mathematics
Survey of Mathematics
Finite Mathematics
Elementary Analysis
Survey of, Contemporary Mathematics
Survey of Statistics ---- ,

Quantitative and Analytical Thinking
COMPUTER SCIENCES
Computer Concepts

Source: National Research Council, Survey of College Science
Curriculum, 1981.
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TABLE B-2 Selected Traditional Subject Matter Courses
/ f6r Specific Non-Science Majors, by Field of Science

and Field of Major

PHYSICS

Teaching Methods and Material in the Physical Sciences
(EduCaqon)

PhysAcil Science for Education Majors (Education;
Genera/ Physics (Architecture)
Physic, for Architects (Architecture)
Elementary Physical Science (Education)
Astrotomy (Liberal Arts)
Physi s for Elementary Teachers (Education)
CHEMISTRY

Chemistry (Education)
Fu amentals of Chemistry (Education)
Elementary Chemistry (Education)
Chemistry for Secondary School Teachers (EducatiOn)
Criminalistic Lab (Forensic Science)
Chemistry for Elementary Teachers (Education)
BIOLOGY

Anatomy and Physiology I and II (Physical Education)
Basic Principles of Biology (Education)
Biology for Elementary Teachers (Education)

Human Anatomy and Physiology (Health and Physical
i Education)

/ School Health Education for Elementary and Secondary
Teachers (Education)

Human Biology (Liberal Arts)
/ The Teaching of Natural Sciences (Education)
/ MATHEMATICS

Math for Elementary Teachers I and II (Education)
Algebraic Structure of tl Number System (Education)
Calcu2us for Business and Economics (Business/Economics)
Finite Mathematics (Behavioral Sciences)

The Teaching of Secondary School Mathematics (Education)
Quantitative Methods for Economics and Management

(Business/ Economics)
Math for Business Students (Business)
Math for Liberal Arts and Business I and II (Liberal

Arts/Business)

COMPUTER SCIENCES

.Computer Programmingfor Business (Business)
Computers and Computer Sciences for Teachers (Education)
Principles of Programming with Business Applications

(Business)

Computer.Applications_in EducationAEducation).

Source: National Research Council, Survey of College Science
Curriculum, 1981.
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TABLE B-3 Selected Special Topics Courses, by Field
of:Science

PHYSICS

Cultural Physics
Physics for Poets
The Physics of Acoustics'and

Music

In'telligent Life in the
Universe

The Physics of Energy
Physics in Science Fiction
Environmental Studies
Physics and Society
Energy, Science, and Society
Science for InvolvemeA
The Mysterious Universe
Energy and Man

Physics for Music Lovers
Energy: itp Use, Resources,

-

and Environmental Impact
The Scientific Revolution

and Its Impact on Modern
Thought

CHEMISTRY
Chemistry and Society
Chemistry for Changing Times
The Natural Sciences and the

Informed Citizen
Forensic"Science
Envirohmental Chemistry
Man and the Technological Society
The Mystery of Matter
The Scientific World

Chemistry for Today I and II
Topics in Chemistry

Over-the-Counter Drugs
Better Gardening Through Chemistry

BIOLOGY'

Ecology and Human Society
The Genetic Future of Man
Current Crises in Human Survival
Drug Use and Abuse

Bioethics
Biology and the Citizen
Biology and Human Values
Concepts in Biology
Scientific Entomology
Food and Drugs
Sex Reproduction, and Population
Biology in History

MATHEMATICS
Math and Culture

The Nature and Relevance
of Math

The History of Mathematics
Math and the Environment
Math and the Modern World
The Structure of Mathematics

Mathematics: A Human Endeavor

COMPUTER SCIENCES
Computers in Society
Perspectives on Computers

and Society

Computers and Modern Society

Sources National Research Council, Survey of College Science
-Curriculum, 1981.
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APPENDIX

SELECTED FEDERAL PROGRAMS SUPPORTING COURSE CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT FOR NON-SPECIALISTS

FISCAL YEAR 198).

Little is known about the availability of federal sup-
port for the imprOvement ot college science education
for non - specialists. In the absence of an available
data base, the Committee'conduc'ted its own limited sur-
vey of severalffederalag naies to determine the extent
tg which support for cours content improvement was pro-
vided in fiscai year 1981. Through telephone inter-
views, reviews of program nnouncements, and face-to-
face discussions with agency staffs, the Committee
determined that at least th ee federal agencies are

/

presently supporting scienc programs aimed in part at
the enhancenient of undergra uate science, education for

\

non-specialists. These:arelthe National Science Foun-
dation, the/

Department of Education, and the National I

\ Endowment for the Humanities. A brief description of
their programs of support it provided in the pages that
follow.

NATIONAL SC1ENCE\FOUNDATION

As might be expected, the Nationgl Science,Foundation
provides a fOca1 point for science education in the fed-
eral gOvernment by SuppOrting research and education to
ensurl an increased UnderstamIng of science at all edu-
cational levels and an adegugtk supply of scientists and
engineers to meet our country's needs (U.S. Government
M'Anhal7-1980). however,- NSF does not support
dated identifiable program of college science for non-
specialists. Instead, the Foundation -- through the Sci-
ence and Engineering Education Directorate--has applied
its efforts for non-specialists across a variety of
programs including those labeled "science literacy,"
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"public understanding of science," and "science for non-
scientists." The Directorate described its two major
goals for fiscal year 1981: (1) to help all citizens
increase their basic understanding of science and its
contributions to the quality of life and (2) to ensure a
stable flow of the most talented students into careers
in the sciences, with particular reference to increasing
participation of minorities and women (NSF, 1980a).
Three divisions within the Science Education Directorate
include the undergraduate non-science student as a tar-
get population directly or indirectly.

Division of Science Education Resources

In fiscal year 1981 the Division of Science Education

Resource§ Improvement (SERI) offered two programs- -
Undergraduate Instructional Improvement (UII) and
Comprehensive Assis- tance to Undergraduate Science
Education (CAUSE)--that supported activities related to
undergraduate science education for the non-specialist
(NSF, 1980a). Within UII, the Local Course Improvement
program (LOCI) provided awards to individuals or small
groups of science faculty members for relatively short-
term projects concentrating on design, preparation, and
evaluation of specific new course materials or teaching
strategies. Examples of LOCI projects are "Inquiry Role
Approach for Teaching Physical Science" at Kearney State
College and "Improvement of Biological Science for the
EleMentary Teacher" at Arizona State University (NSF,
1979). (Estimated total expenditures in fiscal year
1981 for Undergraduate Instructional Improvement: $6.0
million; for LOCI: $2.7 million.)

CAUSE supported a variety of educational activities
°in fiscal year 1981, including those designed to affect
the education of both science and non-science students
and to increase participation of minorities, women, or
the physically handicapped in science and engineering.
Examples of CAUSE projects include "Improvement of As-
tronomy Courses and Curriculum Through the Development
of an Observational Facility" at Marigold College and
"Reform Of Freshman Biological Science Laboratory
Courses" at Elms College (Development and Evaluation
Associates, 1979). ,(Estimated expenditures in fiscal
year 1981 for CAUSE: $8.8 million.)

I (1I-1'i
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Division of Science Education Development and Research

The Division of Science Education DevelOpment and Re-
search (SEDR) attempts to improve science education at
all levels and in all age groups. Prc.:4,;ts are limited
to the natural and social sciences, mathematics, and
engineering. SEDR supports research projects designed
to generate new knowledye or to synthesize existing
'knowledge about science education processes 4nd supports
development projects designed to produce, test, and dis-
seminate-innovative science instruction. In fiscal year
1981 SEDR had two programs: Development in Science Edu:-
cation (DISE) and Research in Science Education (RISE);
both of which-supported a rimited'nUMber of activities
related to the undergraduate science education of the
non-specialist (NSF, 1980).

DISE supported development, testing, and evaluation
of innovative instructional materials; design, testing,
and evaluation of innovative instructional delivery
modes; and identification of technologies that promise,
to enhance the effectiveness of science education to
include experimentation with and improvement of these
technologies. Examples of DISE projects include "Socie-
tal Issue-Oriented Physics Modules Project" by the
American Association, of Physics Teachers and "Use of
Micro-computers for Learning Science" at the University
of Iowa (NSF, 1980c). (Estimated expenditures in fiscal
year 1981: $4.71million) -

RISE has supported, research aimed at creating and
organizing a body of fundamental knowledge in science
education emphasizing two categor.ies of research: the
evaluation and synthesis of existing research and its
implications and the creation of new knowledge, research
,methods, and non-quantitative techniques in the empir-
ical sense. Examples of RISE projects are "A Study of
Science Instructional Programs in Two-Year Colleges" at
the Center for Study of Community Colleges and "Scien-
tific Reasoning: Cognitive Processes in Using and Ex-
tending Problem-Solving Skills" at the University of
Minnesota (NSF, 1980c). (Estimated expenditures in fis-

---cal-year

Division of Scientific Personnel Improvement

NSF's Division of Scientific Personnel Improvement (SPI)
is designed to ensure that talented graduate students in

1''
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Post-SecondarylEducation (FIPSE) administered by the
Office for Post-Secondary Education. Grants are made

110

the sciences obtain the education necessary to become
first -line scientific researchers, to train or upgrade
the scientific personnel needed to meet identified na-
tional needs, to promote graduate training in institu-

.tions traditionally serving ethnic minorities, to pro-
vide new knowledge and update experiences for science
teachers, to expose scientifically talented high school
and college students to research activiti'ss, and to de-
velop and test methods to stimulate participation in
science by women, minorities, and the physically handi-
capped (NSF, 1980a). In fiscal year 1981 an estimated.,
$3 million was provided for college faculty develop-
ment4 This included_suppor' for College Faculty Short
CourSes and Science Faculty Professional Development- -
both of significance for the improvement of non-special-
ist education. The latter program was designed to help
experienced, full-time college science teachers involved
primarily in undergraduate science instruction to in-
crease their competence in science (NSF, 1980a).

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION /

Through the National Institute of Education (N`IE), the
Department of Education supports research or cognitive
development through the Teaching and Learning Research
Program. This program is coordinated with the research
awards program of :Ale NSF Division of Science Education
Development and Research. This hint N/E-NSF program
supports projects in which persons working in cognitive
psychology collaborate with persons from one of the nat-
ural sciences, technology, or mathematics to study the
learning and teaching of that discipline. These awards
support research! on cognitive processes and the struc-
ture of knowledge in science and mathematics and eon-.,

ceivably could lead to the development of course mate-
rials that match the content of the science curriculum
more closely with the level of readiness of undergrad-
uate non-specialists to receive the materials (National
Research Council, 1981b). (Current level in fiscal year
1981: $34. million.).

.

In addition to these cognitive-research awards, the
Department of Education is-involved to some extent in
the improvement of undergraduate science instruction for
non-specialists through the Fund for the Improvement of

1 59
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through this program to colleges and universities, com-
munity colleges, consortia, professional associations,
and other groups to improve "organized learning:" Among
the awards made by the Fund in recent years are a number
that bear directly on the enhancement of general educa-
tion in liberal arts colleges--including the role of
science education and the development of practical ap-
proaches to teaching science to undergraduate non-spe-
cialists. The Comprehensive Program, the Fund's major
competitive program, awards grants for a wide range of
projects that contribute to better learning, that are
cost-effective, and that have the potenbial for far-
reaching influence (FIPSE, 1980b). (Allocation in fis-
dal year 1981:413.15 million.)

National Project IV, a FIPSE project in 1979 and
1980, identified, documented, and examined several of
the most promising existing programs in liberal educa-
tion in, order to identify a common language for discus-
sion of liberal education, to encourage clarification-of
the outcomes of such education, and to describe the di-
versity of curricular and instructional foris which en-.
hance learners' education opportunities. Another activ-
ity supported by the Fund, the Mina Shaughnessy Scholars
Program, made grants to educational practitioners to
reflect on and analyze their exberiences in post-second-
ary education, focusing on nationally significant issues
that have emerged in the last two decades (FIPSE,
1980a). (Allocation in fiscal year 1981: $259,000.)

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES

The National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), through
its Division of Special Programs, has engaged in a coop-
eratiVe effort with the National Science Foundation to
support the, program in Science, Technology, and Human
Values. This program is connected with Ethics and Val-
ues in Science and Technology and supports re:arch pro-
grams involving both humanists and scientists Examples
include 4 study of value issues in the control of
technology (Appropriations in fiscal year 1981: $1.2
million). The Endowment is seeking to develop similar
relationships with other federal agencies that support
research and education programs in science and tech-
nology.

The Endowment has also helped a number of profes-
sional and other schools develop courses and programs in./
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the sciences and the humanities through its Division of
Education. The Division of Education Programs has sup-
ported a number of curriculum-planning programs designed
to develop community college and university programs in
technology and society, humanistic imagination and crea-
tivity, and the teaching of the history of industrial
technology. Through its consultant grants program, the
Division has assisted a number of professional and other
schools in the development of courses and programs in
the sciences and the humanities. In fiscal year 1981 a
total of $16.8 million was appropriated for the activ-
ities of this Division.

We are grateful for the information provided by nu-
merous agency personnel in compiling this survey. In
particular, we would like to thank the following indi-
viduals for their assistance in securing budget infor-
mation for fiscal year 1981: Albert Young, National
Science Foundation; Stephen Ehrmann and Andrew Zucker,
Department of Education; and John Lippincott, National
Endowment for the Humanities.
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